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BoD CHAIRMAN’S
REPORT

THE CAMBODIAN ECONOMY IN 2018
The Cambodian economy grew by 7% in 2018, with contributions
from four industries: (i). garment manufacturing, (ii). real estate
and construction, (iii). tourism, and (iv). agriculture. According to
a study by the World Bank, the development of the banking
and financial sector has significantly contributed to supporting
sustainable and inclusive economic growth, while reducing

In 2018, we worked to earn customers’
trust by meeting their financial needs
and helping them succeed financially,
while maintaining the highest standards
of integrity. We continue to deliver the
best financial services by focusing on
FinTech while growing our loan portfolio,
deposits and client base.

poverty in Cambodia.
to 2,309 branches, throughout the provinces and capital.
The banking sector has achieved the best outcomes so far, with

Moreover, the banking sector has steadily modernized in line

the development of the banking sector including strong stability,

with the development of technology and regional and global

competitiveness, and high integration in the region and the world,

financial architecture, especially through financial infrastruc-

that is in line with the financial development strategy and all

ture development and the use of FinTech in payment systems

phases of the Government’s Rectangular Strategy. Achievements

that have contributed to ensuring the safety, effectiveness,

have been built on the strong foundation of peace, political

timeliness, and reasonable price of the banking operations to

stability and development.

support business, trade, and investment.

Over the last five years, the banking sector has increased rapidly

According to the National Bank of Cambodia, the banking

as measured by asset size, loans, deposits, branch networks,

sector in Cambodia has expanded and integrated well into the

plus financial services and products. In 2018, the total assets of

region, but we need to be more prudent against some external

banks and microfinance institutions increased to 173% of GDP;

risks that can aversely affect the banking sector as well as the

loans to private sector increased to 92% of GDP and deposits

economic sector in Cambodia. The risks include: (i). U.S. dollar

increased to 102% of GDP; branch networks increased

appreciation, (ii). changes in financial markets, and (iii). an
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increase in the international crude oil price that can affect the

PRASAC has continuously developed and strengthened its

inflation rate in Cambodia and increase import costs, and (iv).

operations in the face of market movements, a highly competitive

the implementation of trade agreements between Cambodia’s

operating environment and regulatory change. The board and

export competitors and the EU/US.

shareholders have confidence that PRASAC’s leadership,
strategy and staff will enable PRASAC to continue its high level

ROBUST RISK MANAGEMENT

of performance for all stakeholders. I would like to recognize

We will continue to review and conduct our own risk assessments

contributor through passionate dedication to PRASAC’s

regularly to ensure that business opportunities are balanced

success and remarkable commitment to our customers and

against sound risk management priorities and an effective

stakeholders.

the efforts of PRASAC’s employees, whose great work is a key

PRASAC’s internal control framework. We actively engage with
management to ensure that a strong risk culture is supported at

On behalf of the Board of Directors, I wish to thank PRASAC’s

all levels of PRASAC operations. We also ensure that PRASAC’s

management and staff for their hard work, dynamism and

risk management function is well managed. We will continue to

strong dedication to grow the business along with customers’

oversee strategic risk management and regularly meet with

growth in harmony. I also wish to thank the Board of Directors,

the risk management team to discuss PRASAC’s risk control

shareholders, customers, suppliers, the Royal Government of

environment.

Cambodia and especially the National Bank of Cambodia for
their continuous support and advice.

HIGHLIGHTS OF OVERALL
PERFORMANCE IN 2018
Thanks to remarkable economic growth, political stability,
social security, and macro-economic stability, especially in the
financial sector, PRASAC achieved good results: (i). an
after-tax profit of USD 78.64 million, (ii). Cost-to-Income ratio
of 35.1%, (iii). Return on Equity (RoE) of 29.40%, (iv). Return
on Assets (RoA) of 3.8%, (v). very low of levels of Non
Performing Loans (NPL) at 0.7%, (vi). total assets of USD 2.38
billion, (vii). loan portfolio reaching USD 1.96 billion with a total
of 395 thousand clients, (viii). balance of savings and deposits

CHAN TZE CHING IGNATIUS
BoD CHAIRMAN

USD 1.29 billion with a total of 555 thousand depositors,
(ix). installed 126 ATMs and (x). employed 7,600 staff.
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PRESIDENT & CEO’S
REPORT

We have successfully completed a
challenging year, demonstrating the
excellent results and earning power
of trust and confidence in our financial
services. In addition, we have further
expanded our customer base and
FinTech strategies.

portfolios, bringing both opportunities and challenges. PRASAC
will continue to focus on implementation of its FinTech strategy
while growing loan portfolios, its client base and mobilizing
sources of funds. In line with increasing regulatory standards
locally and internationally, we will also work with our staff and
business partners (such as IT systems) to develop more robust
compliance frameworks, policies, procedures and processes.
To increase economies of scale and efficiency and maintain

We expect the economic outlook for 2019 to remain positive,

strong position, PRASAC will continue to implement the following

with continuation of the strong growth momentum of previous

strategies: i). strengthen our market position and continue

years. This relentless economic growth has been facilitated by

expanding our portfolio with growing customer needs and

the hard work of the Royal Government in achieving and

client base; ii). appropriately realign loan pricing and fees to

maintaining social, political and macro-economic stability,

the new regulation; iii). lower operating costs by increasing

which is one of the main factors to strengthen investor’s

staff productivity, eliminating unnecessary administration

confidence both locally and internationally, and more importantly,

costs, and rationalizing small or loss-making branches, iv). im-

the active involvement of private sector as a development partner

plementing its FinTech strategy and v). mobilizing sources of

with the government.

funds.

Over the past 12 months, we have faced challenges, for instance,

Our 2018 results demonstrate that these strategies will

increased NPL in the sector, regulations in relation to the

continue to deliver success despite challenges, and show how

interest rate cap, the credit risk grading and impairment pro-

PRASAC continues to bring our strengths and capacities to

visioning, determination of the capital buffers of banks and

bear with the lowest NPL in the sector, high staff productivity,

financial institutions plus the deadline of Prakas implementation

effective cost management, strong client relationships, prudent

on lending local currency (KHR) of at least 10% of total loan

capital and risk management, and highly engaged staff. We

3
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continue building a strong culture, integrity, trust and ethical

technology, it changes client expectations, transforming business

behavior in all of our businesses; we have a shared pride in our

models and a redefined competitive landscape. Meanwhile,

performance; we have a successful history and our footprint

the regulatory environment for the financial sector will continue

is unique among our competitors, which will create long-term

to evolve. Our financial strength gives us the flexibility to

value for our stakeholders.

effectively manage regulatory changes while investing in our
businesses growth. We have digitized and simplified processes

In 2018, PRASAC cemented its position as market leader with

to lower operation costs, deliver faster services and invest in

the largest branch network, high return and loan portfolio size

our technology and innovation to shape the future with new

with a proven record of sustainable growth. Here are some key

products and services through implementation of the FinTech

operational highlights:

strategy.

- Total assets at year-end were USD 2.38 billion, growing 36%
compared with the end of 2017.
- Total loan portfolio was USD1.96 billion, an increase of
26.67% with a total of 395 thousand clients.
- PRASAC maintained its leading position in loan portfolio
quality in the sector with Non-Performing Loans (NPL) of 0.7%.

- The deposits outstanding balance reached USD 1.29 billion
with a total of 555 thousand depositors.
- After-tax net profit increased by 36.76% to USD 78.64 million
from USD 57.5 million in 2017.
- Return on Equity (RoE) was 29.4% and Return on Assets
(RoA) was 3.8%.
- The office network now covers all 25 provinces and capital

Regulation
The financial services industry has been subject to increased
regulation over the past several years, and we are optimistic
that we are through the majority of the changes. PRASAC has
been responsive to changes in regulation and has invested
considerably to adapt to the new standards. Our liquidity profile is solid and our common equity Tier 1 ratio is strong and
complies with regulation. We are confident that, on balance,
new regulations have made us a stronger financial institution in
Cambodia.

Continuing to build on a strong foundation

via 177 outlets, 126 ATMs, and operates in more than

PRASAC has a great foundation on which to continue to build;

13,966 villages, amounting to 98% of total villages in

we have a strong culture and shared pride in our performance;

Cambodia, with a total of 7,600 staff.

we have a successful history; and our footprint is unique and
coveted by many lenders and stakeholders around the world.

LOOKING AHEAD
Competition

Throughout PRASAC, employees place great value on
working together and they share a genuine desire to serve
our customers.

Looking forward, in order to drive our business growth, it will
be very different from the past decade due to very high levels
of competition. The competitors we are against have generally
returned to strength. We are also experiencing increased

BRINGING THE BEST OF PRASAC TO
OUR CLIENTS AND SHAREHOLDERS

competition in certain geographies and business segments from

Sustainable growth has been key to PRASAC since its foun-

new market entrants. Notwithstanding increased competition,

dation, as reflected in our core values, taking the interests of

we remain well positioned and are making the necessary

all our stakeholders into account. We have noticed that an

investments in people, processes and technology to fulfil the

increasing cost efficiency, maximizing benefits and risk mitigation

needs of new and existing customers throughout our network.

are core values of PRASAC. We are looking for a long-term,
customized talent strategy and we continue to build relationships

Alongside our business advancements and changes in

with our customers to deliver value to our shareholders.
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LEADING THROUGH CONFIDENCE
While regulatory changes, the interest rate cap, market volatil-

On behalf of PRASAC Management, I would like to thank the

ity and increasing competition will pose some challenges, we

management team and staff for their efforts and commitment,

also see opportunities. We are committed to delivering the right

the Board of Directors for their support and advice, and the Royal

strategy, diversifying products and services, strengthening our

Government of Cambodia, regulatory bodies, the National Bank

culture and staff to drive continued growth and take advantage

of Cambodia, and local authorities, who always support us.

of changes in the marketplace. What these times have shown
us is that our strategies are functioning well. We are more

PRASAC’s strong performance in 2018 is testimony to the

confident than ever that we have chosen the right strategies

dedicated effort of nearly 7,600 employees. We acknowledge

and have the right people to meet the challenges ahead. As we

their contribution and thank them for their commitment to our

pursue responsible and sustainable growth, we continue to

success.

strive to earn the right to bring our clients and shareholders
with us on this journey - leading through these difficult times
into the favorable future.
We are confident that our strategy is sound. By executing our
strategy well, and making meaningful progress against our
focused priorities, PRASAC will be in a good position to perform
within the ranges of our medium-term performance objectives
and create long-term stakeholder value.
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CAMBODIA KEY ECONOMIC INDICATORS
INDICATORS

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018f

Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
16.8

18.1

19.9

22.2

24.6

Real GDP (% change)

7.1%

7.0%

7.0%

6.9%

6.9%

GDP per Capita (USD)

1,138

1,215

1,302

1,437

1,568

Revenues (% GDP)

17.1

18.0

18.9

18.6

18.8

Expenditures (% GDP)

21.6

20.9

22.0

23.6

24.6

Government Balance (% GDP)

-4.5

-2.9

-3.1

-5.1

-5.8

-3.2

-3.5

-3.4

-3.9

-2.5

Exports

7.4

8.5

9.2

10.1

10.9

Imports

10.6

11.9

12.6

14.0

13.4

1.7

1.7

2.1

2.4

2.7

Outstanding Loans in the Banking Lending
	 (% change)

31.1

30.0

15.2

21.7

-

Deposits in the Banking System
(% change)

33.0

19.9

19.8

26.3

-

106.8

115.8

111.4

107.4

-

Loans to GDP (%)

67.8

81.7

85.7

93.4

-

Deposits to GDP (%)

63.4

70.5

76.9

87.0

-

4,075

4,050

4,037

4,037

Nominal GDP (bn USD)

Government Budget

Foreign Trade and Balance of Payments (bn USD)
Trade Balance

Foreign Direct Investment
Financial Market

Loans to Deposits (%)

Exchange Rate (KHR per USD)

4,018

Note: bn = billion, f: forecasting
Sources: National Bank of Cambodia (NBC), World Bank (WB), International Monetary Fund (IMF), Ministry of Economy and Finance (MEF)

One of PRASAC’s Clients Living in Pursat Province
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KEY FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Operating Expense Ratio

5.7%

5.3%

4.6%

3.7%

3.1%

Average Disbursed Loan Size (USD)

2,868

3,223

3,673

5,050

5,407

Number of Loans per Credit Officer

131

114

101

96

98

Number of Loans per Staff Member

59

60

56

55

57

Return on Assets (RoA)

5.2%

5.3%

4.7%

3.8%

3.8%

Return on Equity (RoE)

45.0%

45.6%

36.9%

28.8%

29.4%

25

25

25

25

25

193

195

197

197

197

1,577

1,602

1,611

1,627

1,633

12,838

13,453

13,640

13,851

13,966

INDICATORS
Profitability and Efficiency

Profitability

Operational Network
Province/City
District
Commune
Village
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SOCIAL PERFORMANCE DASHBOARD
INDICATORS

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

6

7

7

7

7

Governance
Number of BoD Members
Loan Product
Total Loan Portfolio (USD)

580,543,766

856,592,433

1,030,880,501

1,548,859,337

1,962,009,568

Group Loan Portfolio (USD)

4,799,490

3,822,162

1,589,264

565,889

284,317

Green Loan Portfolio (USD)

517,506

629,038

256,201

8,003,544

34,074,923

9,165

266,249

170,433

416,317

494,055

Education Loan Portfolio (USD)
Home Improvement Portfolio (USD)

451,336

58,100,830

123,188,399

217,004,754

279,418,003

577,850,425

855,303,177

1,030,383,963

1,547,856,479

1,960,924,239

305,163,807

467,433,465

619,048,981

915,112,845

1,291,279,185

Total Number of Borrowers

251,112

320,893

347,034

390,460

395,166

Number of Borrowers in Rural Area

223,130

287,608

311,242

348,368

353,799

MSME Loan Portfolio (USD)
Deposit Product
Deposit Balance (USD)
Client Outreach

Number of Borrowers as Women

217,059

263,769

282,805

315,739

317,174

Number of Individual Borrowers

236,026

308,821

341,327

388,455

394,212

Number of Borrowers as MSME

250,113

320,559

346,888

389,866

394,778

Number of New Borrowers

114,236

123,078

93,814

103,333

81,607

6.01%

3.76%

1.64%

0.51%

0.24%

Portfolio Outreach by Lending Methodology
Percentage of Group Lending
Percentage of Individual Lending

93.99%

96.24%

98.36%

99.49%

99.76%

Percentage of MSMEs Lending

99.54%

99.85%

99.95%

99.85%

99.90%

Total Staff

4,100

5,285

6,162

7,058

7,600

Number of Women Staff

1,145

1,244

1,333

1,467

1,606

Number of Management

258

270

275

264

274

10

12

12

14

18

1,844

2,782

3,425

4,073

4,409

11,335

9,118

16,596

7,073

7,442

Human Resources Management

Number of Women management
Number of Credit Officers
Number of Staff Trained
Benefits

Medical Program, Health and Accident Insurance, Maternity Benefit, NSSF, etc.

Social Responsibility to Clients
Customer Centric

Comply with Universal Standard for Social Performance Management & Client Protection
Principles

Social Responsibility to Environment and Communities
Environmental Policy
Library Project (Buildings)
Number of Library Users as Students

Environmental and Social Protection Policy is in place
9

17

19

21

30

6,635

10,830

14,279

17,909

21,704

76.45%

81.36%

79.74%

87.25%

83.71%

Client Satisfaction and Loyalty
Client retention rate
Network
Number of Branch Offices
Number of ATMs Available for Services
9
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176

181

181

176

177

82

101

115

126

126

VISION AND MISSION
VISION
To improve the living standard of rural people and contribute
to sustainable economic development by being a financially
viable microfinance institution.

MISSION
To provide sustainable access to financial services for rural
communities and micro-enterprises.
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CORPORATE PROFILE
With the operations of nearly 25 years in the microfinance

largest branch network, with nearly 200 branches or 98% of

and banking industry in Cambodia, PRASAC ranks number

total villages in Cambodia. PRASAC has strong financial opera-

1 in the microfinance sector and among the top 5 commercial

tions, customer care, and a modern, transparent and dynamic

banks in Cambodia.

core banking system for serving the needs of customers and
the public.

PRASAC has a microfinance deposit taking license from the
National Bank of Cambodia. PRASAC is dedicated in offering

PRASAC receives strong support from clients, local authorities,

full-fledged financial services namely loans, deposits, PPWSA

regulators, Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC), especially

bill payment, EDC bill payment, phone top-up, fund transfer,

the National Bank of Cambodia (NBC), and has received many

cash-by-code, foreign exchange, fast payment, payroll, bank

awards and certifications from national and international in-

confirmation, mobile banking, internet banking, ATM, POS, and

stitutions such as MFTransparency SEAL of Pricing Transpa-

others to target clients.

rency, Smart Campaign, Planet Rating, Microfinanza Rating,
General Department of Taxation, National Bank of Cambodia,

As the market leader with total assets of USD 2,378 million
as of 31 December 2018, PRASAC also operates the 2
st

Credit Bureau Cambodia (CBC) and others.

nd

Annual Workshop to Assess on 2018 Corporate Achievement and to Activate
Plan for 2019

11 ANNUAL REPORT 2018
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KEY MILESTONES

1995
Began as a development project,
funded by the European Union,
aiming toward rehabilitating and
supporting the agricultural sector
in 6 provinces around Phnom Penh,
namely Kampong Cham, Kampong
Chhnang, Kampong Speu, Takeo,
Prey Veng, and Svay Rieng.

2002
Transformation of the project
started through the creation of
PRASAC Credit Association as
a credit operator registered with
the National Bank of Cambodia
(NBC).

2003
PRASAC project steering committee decided to transform its
credit component into a licensed
MFI. A trust fund, called the Cambodia Rural Development Foun-

2004

tional Bank of Cambodia certified

above, PRASAC MFI Ltd., was

the amended memorandum and

established and registered with

articles of association following

the Ministry of Commerce (MoC)

shareholder changes.

as a private limited liability company. PRASAC received a license
from NBC to provide financial

2009

services to rural communities and

PRASAC primarily engaged in the

micro-enterprises.

provision of microfinance services
to the rural population of Cam-

2007
PRASAC completed its transformation by replacing CRDF with
five new shareholders namely
Belgian Investment Company
for Developing Countries (BIO),
Dragon Capital Group (DCG),
Nethelands Development Finance
Company (FMO), Lanka Orix
Leasing Company (LOLC), and
Oikocredit. The shareholders of

bodia through its head office in
Phnom Penh and various provincial and district offices.
PRASAC adopted Oracle Flexcube
Universal Banking as its core
banking system to ease banking
transactions, build a competitive
advantage, help better serve its
customers across Cambodia, and
effectively manage its information
systems.

PRASAC had 6 institutions in-

PRASAC earned a grade of “BBB+”

cluding PRASAC Staff Company

from MicroFinanza Rating.

(PSCo).
PRASAC received a permanent

Company (PSCo) were established

license from the NBC.
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Ministry of Commerce and Na-

With two initial shareholders

dation (CRDF), and PRASAC Staff
to facilitate the transformation.

2008

2013
2011
PRASAC obtained a microfinance
deposit taking institution (MDI)
license from the National Bank of
Cambodia.

Rating.

2012
PRASAC increased its registered

share capital up to KHR 440 billion

cy Award” from MFTransparency.

(equivalent to USD 110 million)

PRASAC received the Outstanding

for the 5 shareholders namely the

Innovative Microfinance Product
Award from International Data
Group (IDG).

2014

divested.

Belgian Investment Company for
Developing Countries (BIO), the
Dragon Capital Group (DCG), the
Netherlands Development Finance
Company (FMO), and the Lanka
ORIX Leasing Company (LOLC),

PRASAC increased its registered

and PRASAC Staff Company

capital to KHR 188 billion (roughly

(PSCo).

equivalent to USD 47 million).

PRASAC launched POS to provide
a better service to its target clients.

capital from KHR 15.4 billion to
KHR 80 billion after Oikocredit

PRASAC increased its registered

PRASAC got “Pricing Transparen-

PRASAC got a grade of “A-” with
a “stable outlook” from Planet

2016

2015
PRASAC increased its paid-up

PRASAC achieved USD 1 billion of
loans outstanding in its portfolio.

The shares of Oikocredit were

capital from USD 47 million to

distributed among the existing

USD 72 million.

2017

PRASAC’s total assets increased

The registered share capital of

to more than USD 1 billion.

PRASAC (KHR 440 billion or

five shareholders such as the
Belgian Investment Company for
Developing Countries (BIO), the
Dragon Capital Group (DCG), the

PRASAC got 3 MFI awards from

Netherlands Development Finance

International Data Group (IDG)

Company (FMO), the Lanka ORIX

namely Outstanding Retail Bank-

Leasing Company (LOLC), and

ing, Financial Performance, and

PRASAC Staff Company (PSCo).

Security Initiative.

PRASAC became the Kingdom’s

PRASAC earned “A & Stable” on

first MFI to have ATMs, foreign

Financial Performance and “4” on

exchange, fund transfer and

Social Performance from Planet

payroll service.

Rating.

PRASAC also opened a new eco-

PRASAC gained Client Protection

friendly head office to provide

Certification from Smart Campaign.

a better service to its clients.

equivalent to USD 110 million
of the 5 existing shareholders
above) is distributed among 3
shareholders including the Bank
of East Asia (BEA), Lanka ORIX
Leasing Company (LOLC), and
PRASAC Staff Company (PSCo).

2018
PRASAC reached more than USD
1 billion in its deposit balance.
PRASAC earned “A & Stable”
on Financial Performance from
MicroFinanza Rating.
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PRASAC’S LENDERS

BANK OF CHINA (HONG KONG)
LIMITED PHNOM PENH BRANCH

KCD MIKROFINANZFONDS
(FIS)

KCD-MIKROFINANZFONDS -III

KCD MIKROFINANZFONDS
(FIS) I - GLOBAL

CATHAY UNITED BANK (CAMBODIA)
CORPORATION LIMITED

CATHAY UNITED BANK,
CO., LTD.

CHANG HWA COMMERCIAL BANK,
LTD. OFFSHORE BANKING BRANCH

HUA NAN COMMERCIAL BANK, LTD.,
OFFSHORE BANKING BRANCH

MICROFINANCE INITIATIVE FOR ASIA
(MIFA) DEBT FUND SA, SICAV-SIF

TAISHIN INTERNATIONAL BANK
CO., LTD, SINGAPORE BRANCH

MICROFINANCE ENHANCEMENT
FACILITY SA (BLUE ORCHARD POOL)

TAIWAN BUSINESS BANK,
OFFSHORE BANKING BRANCH

BLUEORCHARD
MICROFINANCE FUND

JAPAN ASEAN WOMEN
EMPOWERMENT FUND SA,
SICAV-SIF

BRED BANK (CAMBODIA)
PLC
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BANK SINOPAC, OFFSHORE
BANKING BRANCH

GRAND CAPITAL
INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

CHAILEASE INTERNATIONAL
FINANCIAL SERVICES CO., LTD.

DEG - DEUTSCHE INVESTITIONS-UND
ENTWICKLUNGSGESELLSCHAFT MBH

OESTERREICHISCHE
ENTWICKLUNGSBANK AG(OEEB)

FINNISH FUND FOR INDUSTRIAL
COOPERATION LTD (FINNFUND)

E. SUN COMMERCIAL BANK LTD.,
SINGAPORE BRANCH (ESUN)

NORFUND, THE NORWEGIAN
INVESTMENT FUND FOR DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES

SWEDFUND INTERNATIONAL AB

THE BANK OF EAST ASIA
LIMITED

CIMB BANK PLC

GLOBAL COMMERCIAL
MICROFINANCE CONSORTIUM II B.V

LENKA CAPITAL, LLC.

MICROVEST SHORT DURATION
FUND, LP

MICROVEST+PLUS, LP

DUAL RETURN FUND SICAV

MICRO, SMALL & MEDIUM
ENTERPRISES BONDS SA,

SEB II MICROFINANCE FUND

TAICHUNG COMMERCIAL BANK CO.,
LTD., OFFSHORE BANKING BRANCH

BANK OF PANHSIN, LTD.

SUNNY BANK, LTD.

RESPONSABILITY GLOBAL
MICROFINANCE FUND

TAIWAN COOPERATIVE BANK
PHNOM PENH BRANCH

HATTON NATIONAL
BANK PLC

RESPONSABILITY SICAV (LUX)
MICROFINANCE LEADERS FUND

TAIWAN COOPERATIVE BANK,
OFFSHORE BANKING BRANCH

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
CORPORATION (IFC)

RESPONSABILITY SICAV
MIKROFINANZ-FONDS (LUX)

BANK OF TAIWAN, OFFSHORE
BANKING BRANCH

IIV MIKROFINANZFONDS

RESPONSABILITY SICAV (LUX)
FINANCIAL INCLUSION FUND

GLOBAL CLIMATE PARTNERSHIP
FUND S.A., SICAV-SIF

TRIODOS CUSTODY B.V-TRIODOS
FAIR SHARE FUND

INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL BANK
OF CHINA LIMITED PHNOM PENH
BRANCH

TRIODOS SICAV II- TRIODOS
MICROFINANCE FUND

INSTITUTO DE CREDITO OFICIAL OF
THE KINGDOM OF SPAIN (ICO)

RESPONSABILITY SICAV (LUX)
MIKRO- UND KMU-FINANZ-FONDS

SUSTAINABILITY-FINANCE-REAL
ECONOMIES SICAV-SIF

RESPONSABILITY SICAV (LUX) MICRO
AND SME FINANCE LEADERS

PHNOM PENH COMMERCIAL BANK

RESPONSABILITY MICRO AND SME
FINANCE FUND

OIKOCREDIT ECUMENICAL
DEVELOPMENT COOPERATIVE
SOCIETY U.A.

FIRST COMMERCIAL BANK
PHNOM PENH BRANCH

NEDERLANDSE FINANCIERINGS MAATCHSCHAPPIJ VOOR
ONTWIKKELINGSLANDEN N.V ('FMO')

UNION COMMERCIAL BANK PLC

VATTANAC BANK LIMITED

KOOKMIN BANK CAMBODIA PLC

NORDIC MICROFINANCE INITIATIVE
FUND III KS

THE OPEC FUND FOR INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT(OFID)

PETTELAAR
EFFECTENBEWAARBEDRIJF N.V.
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SHAREHOLDERS
Currently, the registered share capital of PRASAC is KHR 672 billion (USD 168 million) distributed among 3 shareholders
including Bank of East Asia (BEA), Lanka ORIX Leasing Company (LOLC), and PRASAC Staff Company (PSCo).

THE BANK OF EAST ASIA (BEA)
Incorporated in 1918, BEA is Hong Kong’s largest independent local bank, with total
consolidated assets of HK$ 839.5 billion (USD 107.2 billion) as of 31st December 2018.
Listed on The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong, BEA is a constituent stock of the Hang
Seng Index.
BEA offers customers a comprehensive range of corporate banking, personal
banking, wealth management, and investment services through an extensive network
of nearly 220 outlets covering Hong Kong and the rest of Greater China, Southeast
Asia, the United Kingdom, and the United States. For more information, please visit
www.hkbea.com.

LANKA ORIX LEASING COMPANY (LOLC)
The LOLC Group is one of the leading conglomerates in Sri Lanka with a diversified
portfolio in multiple industries. LOLC Group’s unprecedented growth accounts to its
core business - financial services, which have a special focus on Micro and SME sectors.
LOLC also has a strong microfinance presence in Cambodia, Myanmar and Pakistan.
For more information, please visit www.lolc.com.

PRASAC STAFF COMPANY (PSCo)
PRASAC Staff Company (PSCo) was established under the law and general provisions
of the Kingdom of Cambodia and has the following objectives: to make equity investments
in PRASAC MFI Ltd. and to manage its investments in accordance with the highest
ethical and professional standards, transparency and good governance. The company
may engage in other capital and asset management, investment, and trading as well as
financial or other activities and services which relate directly or indirectly to the above
objectives or similar purposes, and are characteristic of the development of the company’s
operations.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

MR. CHAN TZE CHING IGNATIUS
CHAIRMAN
Mr. TC Chan is a senior adviser to the Bank of East Asia and

Mining Corporation, Non-Executive Director of AFFIN Holdings

CVC Capital Partners.

Berhad, Non-Executive Director of Rizal Commercial Banking
Corporation, Chairman of Hong Kong Polytechnic University

He spent 27 years with Citibank where he held senior

Council, Member of Executive Committee of Investor Education

management positions in Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong and

Centre (IEC) under the Securities and Futures Commission,

Greater China. His last position with Citibank was Country

Member of Hong Kong Tourism Board, Member of Standing

Officer for Hong Kong and Head of Corporate and Investment

Commission on Civil Service Salaries and Conditions of Service,

Banking business for Greater China.

Member of Standing Committee on Judicial Salaries and
Conditions of Service, Member of the Financial Reporting

Among the many commercial, public service and NGO

Council, Member of the Board of Directors of the Community

engagements TC currently holds, he is an Independent Non-

Chest of Hong Kong, Member of Hong Kong Red Cross Council,

Executive Director of Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing

and Honorary Advisory Vice President of Hong Kong Institute

Limited, Independent Non-Executive Director of Mongolian

of Bankers.
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MR. YUEN WAI HUNG

MR. ISHARA CHINTHAKA

MR. THILAKARATNE DON

PETER

NANAYAKKARA

MANUWELGE DON KRISHAN

DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR

Mr. Yuen Wai Hung Peter, holds a

Mr. Ishara Chinthaka Nanayakkara is the

Mr. Thilakaratne Don Manuwelge Don

Bachelorof Business Administration

Deputy Chairman of Lanka Orix Leasing

Krishan is the Director/ CEO of Commer-

degree and a Master of Business Admin-

Company. He is the Managing Director

cial Leasing and Finance PLC (Member

istration degree. He was also a graduate

of Ishara Traders, the pioneering importer

of the LOLC Group). He is a Member of

of the Stanford Executive Program of the

of reconditioned motor vehicles in Sri-

the Associateship of Institute of Bankers

Stanford University in 2006. He joined

Lanka. Having obtained a diploma in Bus-

of Sri Lanka (AIB).

the Bank of East Asia (“BEA”) in 1985 as

iness Accounting from Australia, he worked

a Management Trainee. He was Head

in Japan for two years with the largest

Krishan is a Director of Commercial

of the Bank’s International Division from

exporter of reconditioned motor vehicles

Insurance Brokers (Pvt) Ltd, the largest

2006 to 2017. From February 2017, he

Yamagin Corporation, Tokyo. Ishara is a

insurance brokering company in Sri Lanka

was named General Manager and Head

Director of Ishara Plantations (Pvt) Ltd,

and also serves as a Director of Credit

of Strategic Partnerships & Financial

and Ishara Property Development (Pvt)

Information Bureau of Sri Lanka (CRIB)

Institutions Division, with primary focus

Ltd. Mr. I C Nanayakkara also serves

and as an Alternate Director at the Board

on fostering business collaboration with

as a director on the boards of all LOLC

of Seylan Bank PLC Sri Lanka. He is the

strategic partners and managing BEA’s

subsidiaries.

present Chairman of the Finance Houses

investment in financial institutions over-

Association of Sri Lanka (FHASL), the

seas.

Apex body for the Non-Bank Financial
Institutions in Sri Lanka.
Krishan is a Professional Banker with 26
years of experience in Management,
Credit, Channel Management, Marketing,
Factoring, Portfolio Management etc. He
conceptualized and introduced Islamic
Finance to LOLC Group in 2008 and is
a Guest Speaker at International Islamic
Finance Forums.
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MR. SIM SENACHEERT
DIRECTOR

MR. MINKI BRIAN HONG
INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR

MR. HIEP VAN VO
INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR

Mr. Sim Senacheert holds Master and

Mr. Minki Brian Hong is a partner at CVC

Mr. Hiep Van Vo (Pete Vo) is a Manag-

Bachelor’s Degree in Business Adminis-

Capital Partners focusing on investment

ing Director with CVC Capital Partners.

tration and obtained Diploma in Account-

in Southeast Asia. Brian has over 20

Pete joined CVC in 2015 with 9 years’

ing and Finance in 1994. Since 1995, he

years of international experience in the

experience in private equities investing

has attended several training courses

financial services industry in the U.S. and

in Vietnam. Previously, he spent five years

related to microfinance operations and

Asia. Prior to joining CVC, he worked for

with private equities firm Vietnam Invest-

management. He is also an accredited

JPMorgan’s investment banking depart-

ment Group, where he was a director

Microfinance Training of Trainer certified

ment in New York, Hong Kong and

and partner. Prior to that, Pete was with

by ADBI, TDLC of the WB, and UNCDF.

Korea offices. Prior to JP Morgan, he

Deutsche Bank covering Vietnam equities

was with Dillon, Read & Co, an invest-

capital market and Vietnam Partners, a

ment bank in the U.S.

private equities investment company.

He used to work in banking sector, and

Before coming to Vietnam, Pete spent

he started working with PRASAC since
1995 as Credit Officer and was promoted

Brian holds a BA Degree in Business

9 years with Citigroup in Manhattan,

to various positions such as Accountant,

Economics and Political Science from

where he was most recently a Director

Branch Manager, MB Trainer and Su-

Brown University in the U.S.

doing structured credits and securiti-

pervisor, Finance Manager. From mid-

zation deals.He holds an MBA from

2002, he used to hold positions of Branch

Harvard Business School and a BS from

Manager, Operations Manager and

the United States Military Academy at

Deputy CEO with another MFI before

West Point.

joining PRASAC as General Manager
in late 2003. He is currently holding the
position of Director and Chief Executive
Officer.
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COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD
AUDIT COMMITTEE
The composition of the Audit Committee (AC) complies with

-

Reviewed Audit Report on special cases investigation.

a Prakas of National Bank of Cambodia, that is stipulated

-

Reviewed External Audit Report for the year ended 31

as follows:

Dec 2017.

-

Chaired by an independent board member.

-

Includes at least one independent person with expertise

-

Includes at least one independent person with expertise

in finance and accounting.
in legal issues and banking.

the board, and chaired by an independent board of director
with expertise in finance and banking:
Chairman

3. Mr. Yuen Wai Hung Peter

-

The risk management committee is comprised of four (4)
members from the board and presided over by an independent
director. All members of the committee are experts in risk
management, economics, banking, finance, operations, auditing

1. Mr. Chan Tze Ching Ignatius
2. Mr. Thilakaratne Don Manuwelge

Ensuring compliance with legal and regulatory requirements

Don Krishan

Chairman
Member

3. Mr. Hiep Van Vo		

Member

4. Mr. Sim Senacheert

Member

and also ensuring that the information provided to the

The Risk Management Committee is responsible for the following

public and to NBC is clear, accurate and reliable.

tasks:

Assessing the relevance of the accounting methods used
Assessing the quality of internal control procedures
especially whether the systems for measuring, monitoring
and controlling risks are consistent, and recommending
further action where appropriate.

In 2018, the Audit Committee held four meetings during
February, May, August and November to review and discuss
on matters relating to PRASAC. The summary of the activities
undertaken by the Audit Committee during 2018 is as following:
-

Reviewed and approved Audit Plan and Budget for 2019.

Member

to prepare the individual and consolidated accounts.
-

-

Member

The Audit Committee is responsible for:
-

Reviewed challenges and achievements of Internal Audit
Department.

and legal knowledge.

2. Mr. Ishara Chinthaka
Nanayakkara

-

Reviewed PRASAC Annual Report 2017.

RISK MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

The Audit Committee is composed of three (3) members from

1. Mr. Hiep Van Vo

-

Reviewed quarterly result of credit audit and branch operational audit and head office audit.
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-

Economic and competitive environment supervision

-

Credit risk management

-

Capital risk management

-

Liquidity and funding risk management

-

Operational risk management

-

Compliance risk management

-

Regulatory, political and policy risk management

-

Managing key risk indicators and exposures

-

Reviewing and approving policies

In 2018, the committee met 4 times, on a quarterly basis, in
February, May, August and November to review and discuss
the following topics:
-

Qualitative and quantitative financial industry sector in
Cambodia

-

Portfolio quality and trends

-

Performance of risk officers at branch level

-

Risk assessment and actions to mitigate risk

-

AML/CFT compliance

-

Liquidity and funding availability to support business

-

Capital position and strategy

-

Internal control system in PRASAC

-

Economic environment and impact

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
In 2018, the Remuneration Committee conducted one meeting.
The committee advised management regarding the following
developments:
-

Steep increase in staff numbers: up by 7.6% in 2018, from
7,058 to 7,600 staff members.

-

Improved internal policies and guidelines relating to human
resources management, recruitment and procedures.

-

Implementation of a new information technology tool
for human resources management.

-

Execution of an extensive training program.

-

Salary increase and bonus pool for the company’s staff.

-

Compliance to law and rules regarding labor law.

PRASAC’s Management Joined Bankers’ Annual Dinner 2018
Organized by The National Bank of Cambodia
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

MR. SIM SENACHEERT
PRESIDENT & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Mr. Sim Senacheert holds a Master’s and Bachelor’s degree in

He previously worked in the banking sector, and started working

Business Administration and obtained a Diploma in Account-

with PRASAC in 1995 as a Credit Officer and was promoted

ing and Finance in 1994. Since 1995, he has attended sev-

to various positions such as Accountant, Branch Manager, MB

eral training courses related to microfinance operations and

Trainer and Supervisor, and Finance Manager. From mid-2002,

management. He is also an accredited under the Microfinance

he held positions of Branch Manager, Operations Manager

Training of Trainers course certified by ADBI, TDLC of the WB,

and Deputy CEO with another MFI before joining PRASAC

and UNCDF.

as General Manager in late 2003. He is currently holding the
position of President & Chief Executive Officer.

PRASAC’s Executive Committee
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MR. OUM SAM OEUN
EVP & CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER

MR. OUM SOPHAN
EVP & CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

Mr. Oum Sam Oeun holds a Master’s degree in Business

Mr. Oum Sophan holds a Master’s degree in Business Administra-

Administration specializing in banking and finance and obtained

tion and holds Bachelor’s Degree in Economics, specializing in

a Diploma in Accounting and Commerce in 1988 and also holds

banking and finance. Before joining PRASAC’s team, Sophan

a Bachelor’s degree in Business Management. Since 1995, he

had many years of experience in the field of accounting

has attended several training courses related to microfinance

management, banking and finance management and CFO

operations and management. He is also an accredited under

positions in other MFIs, Commercial Banks, NBC as well as

the Microfinance Training of Trainers course certified by ADBI,

private companies.

TDLC of the WB, and UNCDF.
He joined PRASAC as Deputy General Manager & Chief
He used to work as Chief Accounting Officer in Takeo province

Financial Officer in 2007. He is currently holding the position

commerce department. Since 1995, he has worked with the

of Executive Vice-President & Chief Financial Officer.

PRASAC credit program. He was promoted as Deputy General
Manager of PRASAC MFI in early 2007. He currently holds
the position of Executive Vice-President & Chief Operations
Officer.
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MR. NEANG SOKHIM
SVP & CHIEF BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT

MR. SAY SONY
SVP & CHIEF MARKETING
MANAGEMENT

Mr. Neang Sokhim is accredited under the Microfinance Training

Mr. Say Sony is accredited under the Microfinance Training of

of Trainers course certified by ADBI, TDLC of the WB, and

Trainers course certified by ADBI, TDLC of the WB, and UNCDF.

UNCDF. He holds a Master’s degree in Business Administration

He holds a Master’s degree in Business Administration and

and obtained a Bachelor’s degree of Science in Agronomy in

a Bachelor’s degree in Marketing Management. He has

1997. He has attended many courses related to microfinance

attended numerous local and international training courses in

operations and other courses.

Asia and Europe related to microfinance operations, product
development, client management, and marketing management.

He started working in the microfinance sector in 1998 as a
credit officer and was then promoted to be a Junior Internal

He has more than 10 years of experience in marketing

Auditor, Senior Internal Auditor, Deputy Operations Manager,

management, product development and management in the

Deputy Credit Manager and Credit Manager. He was promoted

social and private sectors.

to be Senior Vice-President & Chief Business Management
in 2010.

He joined PRASAC MFI in early 2005 as Chief of Marketing
and was promoted to Marketing Manager in 2007. He was
promoted to be a Senior Vice-President & Chief Marketing
Management in 2010.
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MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
ASSET AND LIABILITY
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
PRASAC’s ALCO meetings are typically held every month;

ness and appropriateness of the control environment of

additional meetings may be scheduled as needed. The key

both Treasury and the ALCO and authorize any specific

responsibilities of ALCO are:

actions arising.

1.

Make proposals and recommendations and approve

12. Report the minutes of each monthly meeting to the Board
of Directors.

funding needs, pricing for loans and deposits, and the
investment balance sheet plus products and services
2.
3.

proposals.

The meeting of the Asset and Liability Management Committee

Monitor and discuss the status and results of implemented

(ALCO) was held to review and discuss matters related to those

Assets and Liabilities management strategies and tactics.

above. The main activities undertaken by the ALCO during the

Review the current capability and prospective liquidity

year 2018 were:

positions and monitor alternative funding sources to
4.

Senior Debts and Subordinated Debts of USD 254
million and USD 15 million respectively.
-

Directors / Shareholders for final approval for the purpose

strategies.

of diversifying new funding sources and supplying

Review the current and prospective capital levels (risk-

funding needs.
-

relation to expected growth, interest rate risk, price risk,
Determine and authorize any changes to the Financial

December 2019.
-

Risk Management Policy in respect of liquidity investments,
and regularly review the relevant financial risk manage-

8.

-

Revisited limit on FX position supporting KHR lending
strategies.

-

Endorsed Liquidity Policy and forward to the Board of

regional and international levels.

Director for final approval for the sake of preventing

Review maturity / re-pricing schedules with particular

and minimizing liquidity risk due to the rapid growth of

attention to the maturity distribution of large amounts of
9.

Approved, identified and sought KHR funding sources
to support KHR lending.

ment controls in place.
Review outlook for interest rates and the economy at local,

Approved strategies to promote KHR lending by having
at least 10% of total loan portfolio in KHR currency by

and asset mix/quality.

7.

Endorsed bond proposal and forwarded to Board of

shifts and changes in overall investment and lending

based as well as net worth) to determine sufficiency in

6.

Endorsed total borrowings of USD 269 million including

Compare simulated exposures of these risks to policy
limits. Discuss and report on the impact of major funding

5.

-

withstand stressed conditions.

business operation.

assets and liabilities maturing.

-

Revisited interest rate for BFIs’ clients.

Develop alternate strategies deemed appropriate, which

-

Revisited BFIs’ exposures to improve cash management

take into account changes in: i) interest rate levels and
trends, ii) savings and deposits, loan products and related
markets, iii) banking regulations, and iv) monetary and
fiscal policy
10. Develop parameters for the pricing and maturity distributions of deposits, loans and investments.
11. Review internal audit reports that consider the effective-
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capacity.
-

Approved lending strategies to optimize lending yield
and minimize interest rate risk.

CREDIT COMMITTEE

charge of aligning business and IT strategies, and imple-

In 2018, the Credit Committee upgraded PRASAC’s structure

mentation of the best risk management practices.

and work-flow based on expert recommendations. The objective
was to strengthen the loan quality and provide faster service
to clients. The client growth rate was approximately 1.21% in
2018, growing from 390,460 borrowers in 2017 to 395,166
borrowers in 2018 with portfolio growth of about 26.67%.
The solid experience and competency of the Credit Committee
in both branches and head office allows PRASAC to deeply
analyze its client situation and maintain good loan quality. The
Non-Performing Loan (NPL) rate is 0.71% at the end of 2018.

In 2018, the ITSC held meetings to review and discuss matters
relating to PRASAC Information Technology. A summary of the
activities undertaken by the ITSC during 2018 is as follows:
-

implementation roadmap.
-

growing banking and finance sector. The provision of small
loans is still the main area for PRASAC to grow in terms of total
loan portfolio, number of clients and reduced exposure size.

banking transformation.
-

in Cambodia and 2. Instant Retail Payment Platform
(Project Bakong).
-

-

Reviewed existing products features, terms and conditions, and modified the pricing list to be more competitive
and comply with benchmarks.

-

Followed up the implementation by each branch against

-

Key IT Achievements in 2018
-

Enlarged IT Infrastructure at branch level to support
business operations. Strengthened BCP, IT security and
compliance, segregation of duty, performance tuning
and capacity planning to support business growth such
as switch-over, users/audit trial reviews, load balancing,

Ensured all products are profitable and low-cost.

system maintenance/archiving, and hardware sizing.
-

Piloted usage project Cambodia Shared Switch (CSS)
and assisted new member implementation.

-

The Information Technology Steering Committee (ITSC) is
responsible for IT governance within PRASAC, namely, to develop

Implemented high availability connection line between
data centers.

Looked for good opportunities in financial markets to

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
STEERING COMMITTEE

Upgraded system capacity (server, storage and network)
in response to business growth.

attract more customers and increase deposits.
-

Discussed and approved on loan origination project and
implementation plan.

policies and procedures.
-

Discussed system security, high system availability,
business continuity plan and IT infrastructure.

plan, the Product Committee successfully performed the
Developed new products and services.

Approved participation in projects organized by NBC: 1.
The Enhancement of National Retail Payment System

To ensure quality and achieve the goals of the 2018 business

-

Approved project upgrade for Mobile and Internet
Banking.

2017 and USD 4,965 in 2018.

following tasks:

Approved project for open system platform, Webservice,
Middleware, Open API, Omni Channel platform for digital

The average loan outstanding per client was USD 3,967 in

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE

Discussed self-risk assessment and raised potential risk
of IT.

-

It means that PRASAC can be classified as a microfinance
institution that can maintain high loan quality in Cambodia’s

Discussed IT strategy and digital banking transformation

Developed new products, improve existing products and
implemented projects to fulfill the business requirements.

-

Improvement of system process, workflow, enhancement

all applications for supporting products and internal control

/customization and automation to support internal

systems. It deals with governance, such as reviewing, evaluating

operations and daily transactions.

and approving strategies and budgets, plus regular reviews of
information and technology departments. The committee is in

-

Developed

new

and

updated

existing

in-house

applications.
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FINANCIAL SERVICES

Credits
Others

Deposits
PPWSA
Bill Payment

Bank Confirmation

EDC
Bill Payment

Cambodian
Shared Switch
(CSS)

Fund
Transfer

Mobile
Banking

Cash-by-Code
Internet
Banking
Phone Top-Up

POS

POS
Service
Foreign Exchange
ATM
Payroll

Fast Payment

CREDIT PRODUCTS
Group Loans
PRASAC provides group loans to low income households in

employees and normally located in market centers, nearby

both rural and urban areas. The majority of the clients’

districts or provincial centers. The clients’ business activities

occupations are related to rice production, farming activities

include trade, agriculture, production, and other legitimate

and other income-generating activities such as sales and

income-generating activities. The amount of such loan is up

service providers in the agriculture sector. The amount of the

to USD 1,500 or equivalent in Khmer Riel and Thai Baht. The

group loan is up to USD 500 per group member (or equivalent

annual interest rate is 17.40% with flexible repayment and

in Khmer Riel and Thai Baht), with flexible repayment modes

a loan term up to 24 months.

and a short-run period ofup to 24 months. The annual interest
rate is 17.40%.

Micro Loans

SME Loans
SME loans refer to loans offered specifically for small and
medium enterprises with business activities in the agribusiness,

Micro loans are offered to micro-enterprises, usually family-owned

trade, manufacturing and services sector and 10 to 100

and operated mainly by family members with less than 10

employees with assets from USD 50,000 to USD 500,000.
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The business sites should be in provincial cities or the capital

modes and a term up to 36 months. The annual interest rate

Phnom Penh. The loan size is up to USD 500,000 or equivalent

is from 16.80% to 17.40%.

in Khmer Riel and Thai Baht. The annual interest rate is from
10.80% to 16.80% with flexible repayment modes and a loan

Biogas Loan

term up to 120 months.

In collaboration with the National Biodigester Program (NBP)
and considering the need to reduce poverty and protect the

Personal Consumption Loan

environment, PRASAC has developed biogas loans for people

PRASAC provides personal loans to clients to purchase

in rural areas who can collect animal waste and use it to

personal consumption materials or for personal expenses,

produce biogas. The loan amount is up to USD 1,000 with a

including furniture, equipment, wedding receptions or other

loan term up to 24 months, flexible repayment modes and an

materials. The loan size is up to USD 50,000, or equivalent

annual interest rate of 14.40%.

in Khmer Riel or Thai Baht, with flexible repayment modes
and a loan term up to 72 months. The annual interest rate

Latrine Loan

is from 12% to 17.40%.

To contribute to environmental and social protection, PRASAC
has developed latrine loans to the population living in rural

Education Loan
PRASAC offers loans to students who need money to pay
for school fees. The loan is designed with the goal of social
development and has an interest rate of just 14% annually.

areas for building sanitation facilities. The Loan amount is up to
USD 750 with loan term up to 36 months, the annual interest
rate of 17.40% and flexible repayment mode based on client
cash flow.

The loan size is USD 500 with 12 months term and no collateral required.

Staff Loan
PRASAC offers loans for staff to help fulfill their livelihood

Emergency Loan
PRASAC offers loans to clients who have suffered from natural
disasters and fires to restore the client’s business activities
and immediately rebuild their houses. The annual interest rate
is 17.40% with a loan size of USD 1,500 or equivalent in Khmer
Riel or Thai Baht, with flexible repayment modes and a loan
term up to 12 months.

challenges in purchasing important consumption materials as
well as to help with livelihood challenges during their daily life.
The loan amount is up to 35% of gross salary with a loan
term up to 72 months, an annual interest rate of 10% and EMI
(Equal Monthly Installment) repayment mode.

Staff Motor Loan
PRASAC offers a motor loan for staff to borrow money in order

Home Improvement Loan

to buy a new motorcycle for supporting their daily activities for

To improve clients’ lifestyles, PRASAC has developed a type

the institution. The loan amount is up to USD 1,500 with

of loan for clients’ existing home renovations. A client can

loan term up to 24 months, an annual interest rate of 10%

borrow up to USD 50,000 or equivalent in Khmer Riel or Thai

and EMI (Equal Monthly Installment) repayment mode.

Baht. The loan term is up to 72 months with flexible repayment
modes and an annual interest rate from 12% to 17.40%.

Invoice Discounting
PRASAC has developed an invoice discounting loan in the

Motor Loan

form of short-term borrowing. It is used to increase clients’

PRASAC has developed loans for clients to buy motorbikes.

working capital and cash flow. It allows clients to withdraw

The client can borrow up to USD 2,500 with flexible repayment

money against sale invoices before their customers pay. The
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maximum amount is available up to 70% of sales invoices

payments or transfers are convenient; and depositors can

with a maximum amount of USD 50,000. The loan term
is up to 90 days with an annual interest rate from 12%
to 17.40%.

make transactions at PRASAC offices during working hours or
via ATMs 24/7.

Savings Plan Account

DEPOSIT SERVICES
Savings Account

The Savings Plan Account is a type of savings account
established for individual customers who have regular income
and a clear plan to save money on a regular monthly basis

PRASAC makes significant efforts to mobilize deposits to

with a focus on specific needs. Customers will receive not only

broaden outreach and diversify its banking products. PRASAC

the basic interest rate, but also a higher annual bonus interest

deposit accounts cater to all segments of the population

for a longer term if the client complies with the terms and

especially the poor. The initial opening balance and minimum

conditions of the account. The basic interest rate per annum

maintenance balance is only USD 5. The interest rate for

is 2% for Khmer Riel (KHR) or U.S. Dollar (USD) and Thai Baht

savings accounts is 2% per annum for Khmer Riel (KHR)

(THB). Additionally, the bonus interest rate per annum is ranged

or U.S. Dollar (USD) and Thai Baht (THB). Withdrawals, transfers

from 1.25% to 5.50% for the term of 2 months to 36 months.

and payments are convenient; and depositors can make

Minimum monthly deposit is KHR 40,000 or USD 10 or THB

transactions at PRASAC offices during working hours or

400.

through ATMs 24/7.

Kid Growth Savings Account
Unfixed Deposit Account

The Kid Growth Savings Account is a type of savings account

The unfixed deposit account is offered in response to the needs

created for parent(s) or legal guardian(s) who have regular

of those clients looking for higher interest rates on their saving

income and clear plan to save money for study expenses or

balances. The initial opening balance and minimum main-

other purposes in the future for their kids aged under 18 years

tenance balance is as low as USD 100. The interest rate for

old. Clients will get a high interest rate per annum of 5% to 6%

unfixed deposit accounts is 3% per annum for Khmer Riel

for Khmer Riel (KHR) or U.S. Dollar (USD) or Thai Baht (THB).

(KHR) or U.S. Dollar (USD) and Thai Baht (THB). Withdrawals,

The initial deposit balance for account opening is KHR
400,000, or USD 100 or THB 4,000.

Phone Top-Up
Check
Balance & Statement

Fund
Transfer

Bill
Payments
Manage
ATM Card
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Flexi Growth Savings Account

payment for bills such as PPWSA bill, EDC bill, and other

The Flexi Growth Savings Account is a type of savings account

goods/service bills in fast and secure manner at any time (24

created for public clients who want to deposit and perform

hours / 7 days) and anywhere. Clients can perform bill payment

daily financial transactions such as deposits, withdrawals, or

throughATM, Mobile Banking, Internet Banking and POS.

transfers in line with their demands. With this new account
type, customers will enjoy high and flexible interest rates

Domestic Transfer

according to the actual deposit balance in their account. The

Clients who have or do not have savings accounts with

initial deposit balance and minimum ongoing balance in the

PRASAC can transfer funds to other recipients who have or do

account is USD 500. Clients will get a high interest rate per

not have accounts with PRASAC. Inter-bank transfer is available

annum from 3.25% to 3.50% for Khmer Riel (KHR) or U.S.

for corresponding banks in Cambodia. Clients can transfer

Dollar (USD) and Thai Baht (THB). Furthermore, clients are

funds from branch, ATM, Mobile Banking and Internet Banking.

able to enjoy other additional services such as ATM cards,

With an increasing number of office networks in Cambodia, the

Mobile Banking and Internet Banking which are convenient for

domestic fund transfer provides for PRASAC’s clients with a

performing financial transactions 24/7.

competitive advantage, high convenience, security and suitable fee charge.

Term Deposit Account
PRASAC offers an attractive interest rate for term deposit

Cash-by-Code

accounts. This is an optimum investment for clients, having

PRASAC offers Cash-by-Code service to customers who wish

high security and return. The interest rate is fixed for the whole

to send money to their partners or relatives who have no account

term of the deposit. Interest is accumulated daily and it can be

with PRASAC. Cash-by-Code can be operated via ATM,

paid monthly or at maturity. The minimum deposit balance is

Mobile Banking and Internet Banking at anytime and any-

USD 50 to open an account. Renewal of term deposit accounts

where. The receiver is able to access withdrawals through

can be made automatically or on pre-notification. In addition,

any ATM quickly, safely and free of charge.

the clients can enjoy a high interest rate per annum up to 8%
for Khmer Riel (KHR) or U.S. Dollar (USD) and Thai Baht (THB)

International Fund Transfer

with various choices of deposit terms from 1 month to 60

International Fund Transfer is a transfer service that allows

months.

clients to make safe and effective fund transfers to/from abroad
(OTT & ITT transactions) via the SWIFT system throughout

Retirement Account

the world. Using this service, the client will enjoy a fast, cost

Retirement accounts are offered to corporate clients (legal

effective, safe, convenient and low risk method for oversea

entities) for managing pension and retirement funds for their

remittances.

employees. The accounts can be opened in Khmer Riel or U.S.
Dollar or Thai Baht with an interest rate of 7% per annum.
All funds will be transferred from the savings account of the
employer into retirement accounts of employees according to
the terms and conditions agreed by both the employer and
employees.

OTHER BANKING SERVICES
Bill Payments
Bill payment service is a convenient way for clients to make
35 ANNUAL REPORT 2018

FAST Payment
FAST Payment is a service for transferring from account to
account between banks/MFIs who joined as members of
FAST Payment System, which is initiated by National Bank of
Cambodia (NBC). The transactions of FAST Payment will be
conducted in Khmer Riel (KHR) with a maximum amount up
to KHR 40,000,000 per transaction, with a suitable service fee
charge. With FAST Payment, the receiver will get the trans-

ferred funds immediately at the time of transaction completion

change, bill payment, phone top-up and fund transfer to

without waiting.

both account holders and non-account holders. There is no
issuance fee. Cash withdrawal and transfer limits are up to

Foreign Exchange

USD 1,000 for a VIP Card, USD 2,000 for a VIP Plus Card

Foreign Exchange service was established to provide for clients

and USD 2,500 for a VIP Plus Chip Card.

with currency conversion with competitive exchange rates. The
foreign exchange service has been offered to the general

POS Service

public since PRASAC was granted a foreign exchange license

PRASAC has officially launched POS service in the middle of

in 2012 from the National Bank of Cambodia. The service is

2016 in order to serve all clients in performing convenient, fast,

available in 3 currencies: Khmer Riel, U.S. Dollar and Thai Baht.

and secure financial transactions. With POS, clients can perform
many transactions such as deposits, withdrawals, and fund

Phone Top-Up

transfers between accounts or fund transfers from accounts

Phone Top-Up service is a convenient way for clients to top up

to non-accounts, receiving funds with Cash-by-Code, sales/

balance in mobile phone balance in a fast and secure manner

purchases, balance inquiry, Bill Payments, Phone Top-Up and

at any time (24 hours/7days) and anywhere. Clients can perform

ATM PIN change. Customers can access the services at any

a phone top-up through ATMs, Mobile Banking, Internet

PRASAC POS partners.

Banking and POS.

Payroll Service
Prasac Mobile Banking

The payroll service is designed to help corporate clients in

With Mobile Banking, customers can perform several tran-

managing salary payments to their employees. This allows

sactions such as view account balance, bill payment, phone

employers to pay salary directly into employees’ accounts with

top-up, Cash-by-Code, fund transfer and other services.

high security, confidentiality, efficiency, and convenience for

Customers can access Prasac Mobile Banking via smart

both employers and employees.

phone, tablet and other devices in a secure environment anywhere and anytime 24/7.

Bank Confirmation
PRASAC offers a bank confirmation service to clients who

Prasac Internet Banking

maintain accounts with PRASAC. Clients can request this

PRASAC offers Internet Banking service to customers in a

service at any online branch to confirm their account balance

convenient, fast and secure manner. With this service, customers

and transaction history. The bank confirmation issued to

can view account balances and account statements, make bill

customers in order to build more trust with their business

payments, phone top-up, fund transfer, Cash-by-Code, plus

partners or third parties.

other services via personal computer (PC) anywhere and
anytime 24/7.

Banker Cheque
Banker Cheque is a payment tool which is used to make

Automated Teller Machine (ATM)

payments without carrying physical cash. PRASAC offers this

PRASAC introduced its ATM network in 2012. This service

service to customers who maintains accounts with PRASAC

provides convenience for our clients since they can perform

and the fee charge is only USD 10 per cheque.

transactions by themselves. PRASAC ATMs are available
24/7 in all provinces/cities. As of 2018, we have installed 126
ATMs in Cambodia. Clients can perform many transactions
via PRASAC ATMs including withdrawal, balance inquiry, PIN
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OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS
LOAN PORTFOLIO
2014

DESCRIPTION
(USD)
Total Loans

4,799,490

2017

3,822,161

46,651,547

53,409,616

55,328,534

511,346,925 772,550,845

940,667,053

Loans in THB

22,545,294

30,631,972

2018

CHANGE
(AMOUNT)

CHANGE
(%)

1,548,859,337 1,962,009,568

413,150,230

26.67%

284,317

(281,572)

(49.76%)

1,548,293,448 1,961,725,250

413,431,802

26.70%

143,121,382

40,995,862

40.14%

1,393,944,448 1,750,593,003

356,648,555

25.59%

15,505,813

29.37%

1,589,263

575,744,276 852,770,271 1,029,291,238

Loans in KHR
Loans in USD

2016

580,543,766 856,592,432 1,030,880,501

Group Loans
Individual Loans

2015

34,884,914

565,889

102,125,520

52,789,370

68,295,184

Loans can be disbursed in Khmer Riel, U.S. Dollar and Thai Baht. They are classified as group loans or individual loans.
Individual loans represented 99.99% of the total portfolio. Group loans outstanding decreased by 49.76% during the year,
while individual loans outstanding increased by 26.70% or USD 413 million. Outstanding loans in Khmer Riel increased
by 40.14%, loans in U.S. Dollar increased by 25.59% and loans in Thai Baht increased by 29.37%.

BORROWERS
DESCRIPTION
(PERSON)

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

CHANGE
(PERSON)

CHANGE
(%)

Total Borrowers

251,112

320,893

347,034

390,460

395,166

4,706

1.21%

15,086

12,072

5,707

2,005

955

(1,050)

(52.37%)

Borrowers as Individual

236,026

308,821

341,327

388,455

394,212

5,757

1.48%

Female Borrowers

217,059

263,769

282,805

315,739

317,175

1,436

0.45%

34,053

57,124

64,229

74,721

77,991

3,270

4.38%

Borrowers as Group

Male Borrowers

At the end of 2018, the number of active borrowers was 395,166, an increase of 1.21% over the previous year. Group loan
borrowers decreased by 52.37% and individual loan borrowers increased by 1.48%. Female borrowers increased by 0.45%
and male borrowers increased by 4.38%.
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LOAN DISBURSEMENT
1,600,000,000

285,018
258,814

1,400,000,000
1,200,000,000

267,964

totaling USD 1,448,968,263, an increase of

250,000

231,076

219,040

In 2018, PRASAC disbursed new loans

300,000

0.67% over the previous year. The number

200,000

200,000,000

1,448,968,263

400,000,000

848,657,427

628,161,243

600,000,000

834,031,342

800,000,000

1,439,264,034

1,000,000,000

of new loans was 267,964, a decrease of

150,000

5.98%. The average disbursed loan size

100,000

was USD 5,407.

50,000

Total Disbursed Amount (USD)
Number of Loan Disbursed

-

0

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

LOAN PORTFOLIO QUALITY
DESCRIPTION
PAR Amount (30 days)
Principal Past Due
PAR Ratio (30 days)
Repayment Ratio

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

CHANGE
(AMOUNT)

CHANGE
(%)

1,194,604

2,527,075

11,910,436

11,584,931

14,020,365

2,435,434

21.02%

744,738

971,002

4,005,960

3,594,323

2,960,872

(633,451)

(17.62%)

0.21%

0.30%

1.16%

0.75%

0.71%

(0.04%)

(5.33%)

99.58%

99.64%

98.94%

99.23%

99.50%

0.27%

0.27%

At the end of 2018, the Portfolio at Risk (PAR) ratio was 0.71% and the repayment ratio was 99.50%. The high quality of the
loan portfolio was very good thanks to high quality monitoring from all levels of staff (especially credit officers), well-established
credit policy and procedures, and clear loan recovery policy. In addition, the FLEXCUBE system can provide fast, accurate data
and information to enable staff to monitor, evaluate and analyze loans.

Client Business Review by PRASAC Credit Officer
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SAVINGS AND DEPOSITS
538,073

1,400,000,000

600,000

494,375

1,200,000,000
1,000,000,000

555,410

449,669

500,000

360,349
400,000

800,000,000

300,000

2014

2015

2016

1,291,279,185

0

915,112,845

200,000,000

619,048,981

400,000,000

467,433,465

305,163,807

600,000,000

2017

200,000

As of December 2018, the number of
depositors was 555,410, an increase of
3.22% over the previous year. The deposit
balance was USD 1,291,279,185 an increase
of 41.11% over the previous year.
Total Deposit Balance (USD)
Total Number of Depositors

100,000
-

2018

DOMESTIC FUND TRANSFER
500,000,000
450,000,000

546,041

547,707

548,944

560,000
540,000

400,000,000
350,000,000

520,000

503,215

300,000,000
250,000,000

483,768

0

2014

2015

2016

428,916,824

50,000,000

378,929,287

100,000,000

351,656,093

150,000,000

351,326,064

287,036,033

200,000,000

2017

500,000
480,000

Over the last several years the local money
transfer market has been growing. In 2018,
it grew USD 49.98 million, an increase of
13.19% over the previous year.
Transaction Amount (USD)
Number of Transactions

460,000
440,000

2018

ATM, MOBILE BANKING AND INTERNET BANKING
120,000

111,721

100,000

strong market demand, the use of ATM

93,478

services has been increasing year-by-year.

76,564

80,000

Total issued ATM cards for clients increased

59,969

60,000

to 111,721 cards in 2018. At the same time

42,518

PRASAC reached a total of 16,202 Mobile

40,000
20,000

5,807

9,656

13,945

16,202

2015
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and Internet Banking Users.
ATM Cards

0

2014

With advancing technology development and

2016

2017

2018

MIB Users

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS
DESCRIPTION
(Amount in USD)

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Cash and Banks

111,469,118

175,883,227

205,768,785

192,573,065

402,739,339

Net Loan Portfolio

571,187,994

847,173,235

1,016,385,263

1,528,863,817

1,936,725,039

Other Assets

18,917,877

23,749,983

27,219,846

32,832,290

39,464,408

Total Assets

701,574,989

1,046,806,445

1,249,373,894

1,754,269,172

2,378,928,786

Customers' Deposits

305,163,807

467,433,465

619,048,981

915,112,845

1,291,279,185

Subordinated Debts

32,204,313

49,335,158

51,382,930

64,716,264

69,453,307

Liabilities

282,345,788

408,287,815

407,852,374

545,840,466

710,955,443

Total Liabilities

619,713,908

925,056,438

1,078,284,285

1,525,669,575

2,071,687,935

47,000,000

72,000,000

110,000,000

110,000,000

110,000,000

5,482,607

2,272,647

2,565,749

2,800,230

2,976,091

Retained Earnings

29,378,474

47,477,360

58,523,860

115,799,367

194,264,760

Total Equity

81,861,081

121,750,007

171,089,609

228,599,597

307,240,851

701,574,989

1,046,806,445

1,249,373,894

1,754,269,172

2,378,928,786

Interest & Fee Income

109,506,510

159,876,603

196,844,312

236,689,395

298,508,131

Interest & Fee Expenses

(35,668,040)

(54,816,797)

(72,333,153)

(94,638,820)

(122,876,596)

Operation Expenses

(33,042,503)

(45,612,697)

(52,270,896)

(55,996,907)

(64,518,609)

Non-Operation Expenses

(3,131,325)

(1,236,354)

(4,506,261)

(14,105,466)

(12,061,952)

Income Tax Expenses

(7,609,837)

(11,754,666)

(13,748,791)

(14,438,214)

(20,409,720)

Profit After Tax

30,054,805

46,456,089

53,985,211

57,509,988

78,641,254

BALANCE SHEET
Assets

Liabilities

Equity
Registered Capital
Reserves

Total Liabilities and Equity
INCOME AND EXPENSES

KEY FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Return on Assets (RoA)

5.2%

5.3%

4.7%

3.8%

3.8%

Return on Equity (RoE)

45.0%

45.6%

36.9%

28.8%

29.4%

Yield on Portfolio

22.6%

22.0%

20.7%

18.2%

16.8%
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PRODUCTIVITY AND EFFICIENCY
DESCRIPTION

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

4,075

4,050

4,037

4,037

4,018

Gross Loan Portfolio (USD)

580,543,766

856,592,432

1,030,880,501

1,548,859,337

1,962,009,568

Loan Loss Reserves (USD)

(9,355,772)

(9,419,197)

(14,495,238)

(19,995,520)

(25,284,529)

Net Loan Portfolio (USD)

571,187,994

847,173,235

1,016,385,263

1,528,863,817

1,936,725,039

Number of Credit Officers

1,844

2,782

3,425

4,073

4,409

Portfolio per Credit Officer (USD)

314,829

307,905

300,111

380,275

445,001

Number of Active Borrowers

251,112

320,893

347,034

390,460

395,166

136

115

101

96

90

0.21%

0.30%

1.16%

0.75%

0.71%

PRODUCTIVITIES AND EFFICIENCY
Exchange Rate

Active Borrowers per Credit Officer
Portfolio at Risk

GROSS LOAN PORTFOLIO AND PORTFOLIO QUALITY
2,500,000,000
1.16%
2,000,000,000
0.75%

1,500,000,000

2014

2015

2016

1.20%

massively increased from USD 1,549 million

1.00%

in 2017 to USD 1,962 million in 2018. Port-

0.80%

0.71%

2017

Shoes making business of a client in Takeo province
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1,962,009,568

1,548,859,337

1,030,880,501

0.30%

856,592,432

0.21%

580,543,766

0

As at 31 December 2018, gross loan portfolio

0.60%

1,000,000,000
500,000,000

1.40%

2018

0.40%
0.20%
0.00%

folio at Risk (30 days) over the past 5 years
increased from 0.21% in 2014 to 0.71% in
2018. It is encouraging that PRASAC had a
big increase in gross loan portfolio while
keeping portfolio at risk manageable.
Total Loan Portfolio (USD)
PAR30 (%)

CREDIT OFFICER PRODUCTIVITY
160

The number of active loan clients significantly

140

increased to 395,166 in 2018 from 390,460

120

clients in 2017. The portfolio per credit

100

officer increased from USD 380,275 in 2017

250,000

80

to USD 445,001 in 2018; this showed

200,000

60

PRASAC’s high level of productivity mana-

40

gement.

500,000
136

450,000
400,000

115
96

50,000

380,275

100,000

307,905

314,829

150,000

300,111

300,000

90

445,001

101

350,000

0

2014

2015

2016

2017

20

Portfolio per Credits Officer (USD)

-

Active Borrower per Credit Officer

2018

PROFITABILITY
DESCRIPTION

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

22.6%

22.0%

20.7%

18.2%

16.8%

Financial Expense Ratio

6.2%

6.3%

6.3%

6.3%

6.0%

Operating Expense Ratio

5.7%

5.3%

4.6%

3.7%

3.1%

Administrative Expense Ratio

1.9%

1.7%

1.4%

1.2%

0.8%

Return on Assets (RoA)

5.2%

5.3%

4.7%

3.8%

3.8%

Return on Equity (RoE)

45.0%

45.6%

36.9%

28.8%

29.4%

Yield on Portfolio

YIELD ON PORTFOLIO
25.0%

22.6%

22.0%

Yield on portfolio reflected a declining trend
20.7%

20.0%

18.2%

over the past years. However, PRASAC
16.8%

has managed to limit it to a small downward
movement over time. The gradual decline

15.0%

was mainly due to market competition, cor10.0%

porate segment penetration and the interest
rate cap regulation change.

5.0%

Yield on Portfolio
0.0%

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018
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FINANCIAL EXPENSE RATIO
7.0%

6.3%

6.2%

6.3%

6.3%

6.0%

6.0%

The financial expense ratio trend has been
stable over the past 5 years even though

5.0%

PRASAC has widely expanded its operations.

4.0%

This shows that all expenses were effectively

3.0%

managed and controlled.

2.0%

Financial Expense Ratio

1.0%
0.0%

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

OPERATING EXPENSE RATIO
7.0%
6.0%

Operating expense ratio has been going

5.7%
5.3%

5.0%

down over past years and it went down

4.6%

further in 2018. This showed that PRASAC

3.7%

4.0%

3.1%

3.0%

had achieved remarkable efficiency in utilization of assets to support the growth of
earning assets.

2.0%
1.0%

Operating Expense Ratio

0.0%

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE RATIO
2.5%
2.0%

Administrative expense ratio decreased

1.9%

from 1.2% in 2017 to 0.8% in 2018. Even

1.7%

though it was just a slight decrease, it was

1.4%

1.5%

1.2%
1.0%

still a good sign for PRASAC.
0.8%

0.5%
0.0%

2014

2015
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2016

2017

2018

Administrative Expense Ratio

RETURN ON ASSETS
Return on Assets (RoA) slightly decreased
6.0%

5.2%

from 3.83% in 2017 to 3.81% in 2018. It was

5.3%

decreased because PRASAC increased

4.7%

5.0%

3.8%

4.0%

3.8%

its total assets from USD 1,754 million in
2017 to USD 2,379 million in 2018 and

3.0%

maintained its earning assets structure for

2.0%

creditors’ compliance and in order to meet
requirements as a Microfinance Deposit

1.0%

Taking Institution (MDI).

0.0%

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Return on Assets

RETURN ON EQUITY
Return on Equity (RoE) increased from
50.0%

45.0%
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The chicken farm of PRASAC’s client in Kandal province
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CAPACITY BUILDING
TRAINING AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT
To meet the market needs that are continually moving

bilities comprising of 82 courses for 2,776 participants.

forward and retain its position as Cambodia’s leading
microfinance institution, PRASAC has prepared a strategic

External training of both in-country and overseas has been

plan to achieve a corporate financial goal and social perfor-

arranged for management and head office’s professional staff

mance management goal. Like previous years, PRASAC has

to append technical skill knowledge and get new experiences

attained many achievements thanks to quality management

to more effectively improve careers and plan strategies in

and active support from all levels of staff that have good

current market, manage risks in its operations, and compre-

knowledge and healthy attitudes to employment responsibility.

hend the social contextin the world at present. In this year,

The Training and Staff Development Department still plays an

there were 36 in-country training courses with 208 partici-

important role to enrich, strengthen and develop knowledge,

pants and 13 oversea training courses with 21 participants.

skills and attitudes of staff. The training programs have been
provided to staff depending on positions, responsibilities and
staff roles with both internal and external trainings.

VOLUNTEER AND INTERNSHIP
Providing volunteer opportunities and allowing students to

PRASAC has been growing over time, with new staff, changes

have an intern is a great move. PRASAC has done a great job

in staff and promoted staff. Thus, they are provided the new

to help Cambodian students to earn work experience, working

staff training and orientation training to make them able to

culture and a professional career growth. In 2018, PRASAC had

fulfill their posts. In 2018, we have provided 79 training courses

at least 57 volunteers from all educational institutions learning

in which 2,190 staff participated. To improve new knowledge

and helping all departments of PRASAC head office. PRASAC

and correct lacking skill sets, all staff have been provided

also got 20 groups of interns to write down their thesis for the

refresher training comprising of 83 courses with 2,170 staff

completion of their graduation.

and special training based on their positions and responsi-

Activity in Annual Workshop to Assess on 2018 Corporate
Achievement and to Activate Plan for 2019
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MARKETING ACTIVITIES
PRASAC has gained the high level of client
satisfaction through a variety and flexible of
financial services and customer centric. All
products and services have been developed
which derived from the results of market surveys and feasibility studies.

Promotional activities and campaigns were
implemented and communicated through mass
media and digital channels to ensure that all
related information and promotional messages
could effectively reach target markets. PRASAC
also communicates to the public directly through both branches and head office levels.
Sales activation is conducted at the same
time with mass media. Communications activities clearly identify specific target areas and
people in order to penetrate the market and
increase sales volume.
All management levels including head office,

SMS

regional offices, and branches often conduct
visits to build good relationships with clients
including loan follow up, improvement of client
businesses, and provision of other financial
solutions. All staff, especially front-line staff,
are well trained with technical support in daily
customer service and communications.

PRASAC has always enhanced the customer service stan-

Simplify the policies, procedures, and processes

dard, strategic complaint management and loyalty program to

Solve the client’s complaint within 24 hours

ensure high quality on serving the target clients. PRASAC has

Ensure transparency, accuracy and convenience

below principles in place:
Value and respect every client
Reach out to target clients
Offer diversified and tailor made financial services
Provide comprehensive banking experiences
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EVENT HIGHLIGHTS IN 2018
JANUARY
PRASAC inaugurated a library building in Svay Chrum primary
and secondary school in Kandal province aimed at building a
reading culture for younger generations.
PRASAC sponsored 4th Peace Literature Award Ceremony on
Poetry and Short Story, at the Buddhist Institute in Phnom Penh.

FEBRUARY
PRASAC inaugurated a library building in Prey Yuthka primary
and secondary school in Takeo province.
PRASAC launched a promotional event on giving more benefits

Cooperation Center.
PRASAC inaugurated a library building in Boeung Khna primary and secondary school in Kampong Speu province.

to clients by increasing interest rate to its clients on Term Deposit
Accounts up to 8% per annum.

APRIL

MARCH

PRASAC officially opened Phsar Thmei branch to better serve
its valued clients.

PRASAC sponsored the 3 National Reading Day held at the
rd

Institute of Technology of Cambodia.
PRASAC sponsored the 38

th

Anniversary of Riel Day of

Reintroduction of the Riel, held at the Cambodia-Korea

PRASAC launched the offer of deposit tenor of 7 months, 8
months, 10 months and 11 months on Term Deposit Accounts.
PRASAC celebrated the event of reaching more than USD
1 billion of total deposit balance.
PRASAC signed memorandum of understanding with EDC
Kampot and Kampong Trach branch to offer bill payment service
on the usage of electricity of its clients.

MAY
PRASAC and responsAbility/the Global Climate Partnership
Fund (GCPF) organized a conference on “Green Lending and
Green Growth in Cambodia.”

JUNE
PRASAC participated in Royal University of Phnom Penh’s
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NOVEMBER
PRASAC launched the upgraded Savings Plan Account to
its target clients by adding deposit tenor from 2 months to 36
months.
PRASAC inaugurated a library building in Andong Samret
primary and secondary school in Takeo province.
PRASAC received delegation of responsAbility Investments
and Maerki Baumann Bank for exchanging and sharing experiences.
PRASAC attended Battambang Career Fair 2018 to recruit
qualified students to work with PRASAC.
First Career Fair to provide career advice and offer career
opportunities to young people.

DECEMBER

PRASAC earned “A & Stable” for its financial rating from
Microfinanza Rating.

PRASAC launched the upgraded Term Deposit Account with
tenor of 60 months.

AUGUST

PRASAC signed memorandum of understanding with EDC
Ratanak Kiri province, Veun Sai district, Lumphat district and

PRASAC celebrated surpassing USD 2 billion in total assets

Taveng district to provide EDC bill payment services to its

and thanked all valued customers and relevant stakeholders

clients.

for strong support and advice.

PRASAC inaugurated a library building in Tbong Damrei

PRASAC signed memorandum of understanding with EDC

primary and secondary school in Kandal province.

Kratie and Snuol branch to offer a bill payment service for the
usage of electricity of its clients.

SEPTEMBER
PRASAC signed memorandum of understanding with Smart to
offer Pinless phone top-up to public and clients.

OCTOBER
PRASAC joined the National Career and Productivity Fair 2018
at Koh Pich Convention & Exhibition Center to orient career
path in banking and microfinance industry and offer many jobs
with PRASAC.
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CLIENTELES AND CLIENT HIGHLIGHTS
Providing fully-fledged financial solutions is the core approach

where family members help in running the business. They are

taken by PRASAC to fulfill the needs of its customers in both

mainly located in or nearby market centers such as district or

rural and urban households, regardless of their social status,

provincial center. They mostly have less than 10 employees,

along with micro, small and medium scale entrepreneurs. With

usually the majority of whom are family members.

fully transparent pricing, terms and conditions of all financial
products, clients can make a decision before using PRASAC’s
products and services.

SMALL ENTERPRISES
Small enterprises are mainly located in or nearby market

PRASAC also serves other client segments such as govern-

centers, and have a relatively small number of employees,

ment bodies and non-governmental organizations who prefer

usually from 10 to 50 persons.

to use PRASAC savings and term deposits, fund transfer, payroll and other banking services to support daily operations.

VILLAGE HOUSEHOLDS
Village households constitute nearly 75% of all households

MEDIUM ENTERPRISES
This type of enterprise is usually based in or nearby the
market centers of district or provincial towns. They rent or
own the charter and usually have 51 to 100 employees.

located in all provinces. The majority of clients are involved
in rice production and farming and have diversified income
generating activities such as trading, service, transport and
consumption. The cash income level determines the debt
capacity of a household to get a loan.

MICRO-ENTERPRISES
The large majority of micro-enterprises are family businesses
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INSTITUTIONS
This category includes legal institutions from the private sector,
non-government organizations, government agencies, clubs,
associations and federations.

ROUS SREYNEANG
The orange farmer in Pursat province
Rous Sreyneang, 36, and her husband
So Narin, are currently orange farmers
owning 20 hectares of land at the foot
of Kravanh mountains, located in Veal
village, Samrong commune, Phnom
Kravanh district in Pursat, a northwest
province of Cambodia famous for sweet
and delicious oranges. They are married
with 3 children.
Sreyneang said that she was born and
grew up in Svay Rieng, a southeast
province, but moved to live in this exotic
area more than 10 years ago, while her
husband Narin is from Kampong Cham,
an eastern province of Cambodia.
They first came here to work for other
people in the orange plantations. Through
their effort and strong passion, both of
them have always tried to find ways to
improve their living conditions. They
dreamed of having their own orange
farm and house in the area but did not have enough money

They did not stop at this point. Seeing the improvement in their

as their living wage was so meagre.

lives, they later asked for more loans to expand their farming
business. They managed to buy more plots of land to grow

One day, there was a credit officer from PRASAC travelling to

more oranges. Their last loan amount is USD 40,000 with a

promote loan service in this far flung region. They decided to

loan term of 10 years.

request a loan, in 2012, for the first amount of USD 5,000 to buy
land to build a house to be used as a grocery business with

“I am very grateful to PRASAC for giving us loans. The loans

collateral support from her mother. After getting their first loan,

changed our lives completely in a better way – starting from

the couple had a new business with the ability to repay monthly

scratch to owning a decent house and orange farming,” said

interest easily.

Sreyneang. “We also managed to send our children to a downtown school.”

Luck was on their side. Not so long afterwards, there was an
urgent sale of fertile land at a decent price. They then approa-

Sreyneang said that all of the oranges they planted are pre-or-

ched PRASAC for the second time to ask for an additional loan

dered by merchants in Phnom Penh, so their income is secured

of USD 8,000 to buy the land. They started to grow orange trees

as the market demand is high. In the future, they want to buy

on the land and made a good profit.

their own transportation truck to supply directly to the market
by themselves.
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ON SARIM
Silk fabric weaving business in Takeo province
Historically, silk fabric weaving skill has been mastered by
Khmer people since the 13th century during the Khmer Empire
era. This skill has been passed on from generation to generation mainly in rural communities until the present day.
PRASAC, Cambodia’s leading microfinance institution, is joining
the preservation of Khmer traditional skills and culture through
its lending service.
On Sarim, a 36-year-old mother of 3 children, said that she
inherited the skill from her mother who also used to run this
traditional business. After getting married in 2004, she and her
husband, Phoeun Pech, started to operate their own silk fabric
weaving business with in-hand capital of only USD 500. With
such a small amount of capital, Sarim could buy less raw
materials such as silk threads, resulting in slight growth in
their business.
She was then approached by one of PRASAC’s credit officers
who regularly promoted the credit products in her village. Sarim
and her husband discussed with each other and decided to
request for a first loan from PRASAC in the amount of USD
1,500. Pech, also a skillful weaver, worked so hard together
with his wife to accelerate the business. Thanks to the efforts
and passion poured into the craftsmanship, their business
enjoyed remarkable growth. They have many orders from
customers at the Olympic Market in Phnom Penh.
“Each product we produce is unique and is created with passion.
We thrive to offer the best quality silk fabrics to our clients,”
proudly said Sarim. “Executing our business with this mindset,
our business grows very well. However, as the demand is still
high, we aspire to expand the business. As you know, Khmer
Ikat (Sampot Hol) is a traditional costume for weddings and
religious ceremonies. So the demand is always there thanks to
the improved living standards of Cambodian people.”
Seeing this huge opportunity, the couple has requested loans
from PRASAC successively. The last loan (4th cycle) amounting
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to USD 11,000 were used to expand operations. They have
bought 10 looms and hired female skillful weavers in their
community to produce the silk fabrics for them.
“I have helped women in my village to have decent job. They
can do their tasks at their own home while receiving income.
Because of this, they don’t need to flee to a neighboring country
to find a job. This helps to prevent human trafficking and tough
work conditions,” added Sarim.
“All this achievement comes from the right use of loans from
PRASAC. I am really thankful to PRASAC for financially
supporting our business -- not only a business but also our
valued Khmer tradition,” exclaimed Sarim.
“Because of PRASAC, our lives have changed in a positive
sense. We can support our children’s school fees, buy a new
car, renovate our house and buy a stall in the downtown market,”
remarked Pech, concluding that in the future he wants to buy
a new house in Phnom Penh for their children’s accommodation when they grow up and pursue higher education there.

LY LINA
Pure drinking water supplier in Prey Veng province
Understanding the market trends and the need of customers
are the strengths of businesspeople.
Ly Lina, one of PRASAC’s clients, has shown this attribute in
all of her business ventures in the evolving market. Lina and
her husband, Long Ny, live in Bat Santrea village, Kampong
Popil commune, Peareang district, Prey Veng province. She
has become a client of PRASAC since 2002 when PRASAC
was just a development project.
Over 17 years ago, Lina approached PRASAC for her first
loan amounting to KHR 1,000,000 (approximately USD 250)
to start her fish farming business. The business was doing
fairly good, enabling her to build a decent house for her family
of 7 dependent children.
As time passes by, she has gone through many business
ventures ranging from fish farming to poultry farming, pig
farming, cricket farming, and finally to pure drinking water
production.

Currently, Lina and her husband mainly focus on two business
only: cricket farming and a home-based yet standard pure
drinking water production.
She not only raises crickets but also sells prepackage cricket
foods to other cricket farmers as well and act a middle woman
by selling, buying and supplying the insects to clients in Phnom
Penh and other domestic tourist attraction sites.
To start the drinking water business, Lina borrowed USD
11,000 from PRASAC to purchase a water purification osmosis
system, branding, licensing and legal procedures. She can
supply this cleaning water products to many households in her
surrounding areas. The demand for her bottled drinking water
is high because of its quality.
“I have used PRASAC’s loans many times for nearly two
decades. I can afford to have a better life, a better house, and
can send my children to study general knowledge at state
school and learn technical skills at vocational training centers
to help with their job prospects,” said Lina. “I am able to repay
loan without any problem.”
“Thank you PRASAC very much for giving me loans to start
doing businesses. Our living conditions are so much better
now. I also can afford to buy a plot of land where I plan to plant
mangoes for selling as another source of income,” added Lina.
“All thanks to PRASAC.”
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MEAS CHANPHALLA
Young female entrepreneur who follows her passion
in landscape design
Before becoming a landscape designer, Meas Chanphalla was
a teacher of English and painting at a private school in Phnom
Penh.
One day, she decided to quit her job to do a business of her own
with her small amount of savings. She pursued many business
ventures such as running a food stall and opening a clothes
shop… but all failed.
In the face of such failures, she tried to reflect back on her
strengths and weaknesses, and find other ways of generating
income. It eventually dawned that she should have run a business utilizing her talent of painting and her hobby of planting
fowers. That became the inception of her landscape design
business venture.
referrals from her previous clients, Phalla was able to bid and
Her ambition was big but she started small. First, with capital

win landscape design projects from various newly-built hotels

as low as USD 50, in 2015, she started to sell flowers online via

in Siem Reap, Phnom Penh and Sihanoukville. She asked for

the social network, Facebook. She had no stock of flowers

the third loan of USD 30,000 from PRASAC to finance these

of her own. She just took photos of the diverse plant species

projects and open a landscape design garden in Samrong

from her suppliers’ stores and advertised on her Facebook

village, Takmao commune, Takmao city, Kandal province.

page. When there was an online order from her visitors, Phalla
bought the flowers on credit and shipped to her customers at a

When asked how she acquired the skills, Phalla said that she

lucrative price. To her surprise, she managed to sell hundreds

learned how to paint from her father who was a painter. On

of plants per day. Her customers are Cambodian and expatri-

landscape design, she learns by herself and gets the idea and

ate flower and garden lovers.

inspiration from YouTube. She now can sketch and design a
number of breathtaking garden views.

Phalla’s online business went well, urging her go to the next
level as a full-fledge landscape designer. Without enough capital,

“I am so happy to own this business which I can apply my

Phalla approached PRASAC for her first loan of USD 5,000 to

talent of sketching and painting with my hobby of gardening.

finance her small projects of landscape design for the gardens,

It’s very exciting to follow our heart. I would like to thank

homes and restaurants of her customers. The loan was used

PRASAC for fulfilling my dream with its financial support,”

to buy flowers, plants, pebbles, grasses and similar items. Thanks

smilingly said Phalla.

to her talent, passion and responsible personality, she was able
to win many projects as her portfolios with strong support from

“As the business grows so well, my family’s livelihood is also

her husband. She then added up another loan of USD 30,000

good. We now have about 20 workers to support the garden-

to expand her activities.

ing. Although I have no child at the moment, I can send my 2
adopted children to school. I can buy a plot of land and a new

Her momentum of success did not stop at this point. Thanks to
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house,” added Phalla.

LOR VANNA
Tractor Loan Client
Aged 31 and still single, Lor Vanna said in a hopeful tone that
“where the struggle persists, the achievement is always there.”
To uplift the family livelihood, this young man and his father,
Ouk Rerth, have worked vigorously and found ways to expand
their businesses. This four-member family which includes
mother and one sister lives in Thmei village, Svay Ampear
commune, Muk Kampoul district, Kandal province, has been
PRASAC’s loan customer for more than 10 years.
Firstly, this family requested loan from PRASAC in the amount
of USD 500 to buy rice seeds, plant lotus and various kinds of
vegetables. Thanks to good yields, the family has continued
to use PRASAC’s loans to expand their business for nearly
10 times. Seeing the opportunities and needs of the people in
that area, Lor Vanna, in early 2018, discussed with his family
on requesting PRASAC’s loan at the amount of USD 31,000
to buy a new KUBUTA tractor to increase the cultivation, boost

“Through the right use of the loan we received, our family
livelihood has improved gradually, moving from a small house
to a bigger one with a car,” said Lor Vanna. Although without a
formal education completion, Vanna and his parents work hard
to make sure that his sister graduated from high school with
enough knowledge and capacity.
Lor Vanna said that he would expand his business to provide
plowing service and increase income by buying one more new
KUBOTA tractor because KUBOTA is economical and has
high quality. He also would start up a grocery and drinks
business venture for his dear sister to take over to generate
more income, allowing his parents enjoy retirement time as
they are old and have been tired since they were young.
At the end, he thanked PRASAC for helping to improve his
family’s living conditions, stating that without PRASAC, he
could not improve his living condition as good as it is now.

productivity and generate more income by plowing for other
farmers.
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL PROTECTION
PRASAC stands at the top of the microfinance and banking
industry in Cambodia and is strongly committed to contributing
to sustainable economic development through achieving its
triple bottom-line: financial results, social results and green
growth. PRASAC has developed its strategic actions to comply
with the Universal Standard for Social Performance Management
(USSPM) and Smart Campaign’s 7 Client Protection Principles
(CPPs), business exclusion list, local laws, regulations, and
international treaties.
PRASAC intends to promote growth for its institution, clients
and communities by clearly and carefully screening the target
clients against the E&S exclusion list, while ensuring that it is
in line with the applicable Cambodian environmental legislative
requirements and international best practices. PRASAC has
been educating its customers and the community in evaluating
environmental and social impact, plus mitigation and management of those risks. Monitoring is regularly done to ensure
effectiveness of the E&S policy and implementation.

SOCIAL MISSION
PRASAC aims to provide sustainable access to financial
services for rural communities and micro-enterprises.

SOCIAL GOALS
Target clients
-

Targeted rural community clients are the rural village

SOCIAL OBJECTIVES
-

Increased access to financial services

-

Poverty reduction

-

Employment generation

-

Development of start-up enterprises

-

Growth of existing businesses

KEY INDICATORS OF E&S
PROTECTION
Below indicators have been used for measuring its practices:
-

Compliance with laws and regulations

-

Healthy workplace

-

Electricity and water consumption

-

Office materials

-

Workplace communications

-

Equal employment opportunity and no discrimination

-

Employee’s organization

-

Fair retrenchment processes

-

Grievance mechanisms

-

No child labor

-

No forced labour or trafficked labour

-

Occupational health and safety standards

-

Quality customer service

-

Problem resolution for client complaints

-

Participation in community protection through appropriate
product development, office network expansion and social

households.
-

Micro-enterprise clients include enterprises with a total
number of employees less than 11 and/or total assets
valued at less than USD 50,000.

Meeting clients’ needs
Our intention is to provide financial services such as credit and
savings to meet our clients’ needs plus other financial services
that are permitted by regulation.

Create changes for the target clients
Our third social goal is to improve the living standards of rural
people and contribute to sustainable economic development.
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contribution, especially library project
-

Precise business partner selection

-

Environmental and social exclusion lists

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
PRASAC has developed and regularly updated the environmental and social protection policy to accelerate implementation of
its staff. All steps in the loan process are built-in with the prohibition of giving credit to any clients who fall in the sectors of the
exclusion list. PRASAC has also assigned one staff member to be in charge of the participation and design of E&S training,
coaching and monitoring and to measure the performance of environmental and social activities.

SOCIAL AND COMMUNITY PROTECTION
Building a culture of “Growing Together” is a commitment and the slogan of PRASAC with fair treatment to all staff, clients and
communities. PRASAC has also provided many trainings to staff to better serve to its clients while PRASAC’s personnel policy
is in place with fully transparent for both internal and external stakeholders.
PRASAC has designed the specific loan products to tailor made to specific needs and client segments namely educational loan,
green loan, home improvement loan, and latrine loan.
INDICATORS

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Electricity and water in average per staff (USD)

158

155

151

140

128

Fuel in Average per Staff (USD)

241

288

309

351

352

Number of staff

4,100

5,285

6,162

7,058

7,600

Number of women staff

1,145

1,244

1,333

1,467

1,606

Number of new recruits trained

1,912

1,807

1,708

2,506

2,190

Number of existing staff trained

8,771

9,118

12,504

4,567

5,175

8 groups

20 groups

32 groups

24 groups

20 groups

51

66

64

54

57

ENERGY

EMPLOYMENT

CAPACITY BUILDING

Number of interns
Number of volunteers

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Number of libraries
Number library users as student

9

19

21

25

30

8,112

13,883

19,899

26,825

34,761

7,561

8,153

8,695

9,305

10,663

35,472

45,114

44,030

65,312

81,504

250,113

320,559

346,888

389,866

394,778

LOAN OUTREACH
Number of green energy loans
Number of home improvement loans
Number of MSME financed
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL
EXCLUSION LIST
PRASAC has developed and put in action to avoid in offering

without full documented consent of such peoples
21 Businesses involved in the production, processing or

loans or services to any client who has business in the below
list.
1

distribution of illegal drugs
22 Pornography or the provision of products or services of

Production or activities involving harmful or exploitative

a substantially similar nature

forms of forced labor/child labor
2

Production or trade in any product or activity deemed illegal under host country laws or regulations or international
conventions and agreements

3

Production or trade in weapons and munitions

4

Production or trade in alcoholic beverages (excluding

CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
Library project

beer and wine)

With the objective of contributing to build the reading culture

5

Production or trade in tobacco

and capacity of students in public schools, PRASAC has, so far,

6

Transboundary trade in waste or waste products

built 30 library buildings for public schools with reading books

7

Gambling, casinos and equivalent enterprises

and fully installed library facilities with 3-year support. This proj-

8

Trade in wildlife or wildlife products regulated under CITES

ect benefits 34,761 library users, namely students from 70,537

(Convention on International Trade in Endangered

households in 346 villages of 9 provinces in Cambodia.

Species of Wild Fauna and Flora)
9

Production or trade in radioactive materials

Calamity program

10 Production or trade in or use of unbounded asbestos fibers

As of 31 December 2018, PRASAC has provided emergency

11 Purchase of logging equipment for use in primary tropical

relief to 368 clients affected by natural disasters, calamities

moist forest
12 Commercial logging operations for use in primary tropical

and traffic accidents. This program immediately supports its
clients in case they need assistance urgently.

moist forest
13 Production or trade in wood or other forestry products
from unmanaged forests
14 Production or trade in products containing PCBs

Other social activities
The following social activities are:
-

15 Production or trade in pharmaceuticals subject to international phase outs or bans
16 Production or trade in pesticides/herbicides subject to
international phase outs or bans

Donation of funds to Cambodian Red Cross (CRC) under
the framework of volunteering and humanitarian activity

-

Co-sponsor of the National Reading Day

-

Donation of study materials to students

-

Sponsoring reading competition events and other events

17 Production or trade in ozone depleting substances subject
to international phase out
18 Production, trade, storage, or transport of significant
volumes of hazardous chemicals, or commercial scale
usage of hazardous chemicals
19 Drift net fishing in the marine environment using nets in
excess of 2.5 Km in length
20 Production or activities that impinge on the lands owned
or claimed under adjudication, by indigenous peoples,
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SOCIAL AUDIT
The social audit has been conducted internally and regularly
on an annual basis. The SPI tool and Smart’s Client Protection
tool are used to stop and check its implementation towards
its social mission, social goals, Universal Standards for Social
Performance Management (USSPM), and the Smart Client
Protection Certification Standards.

RISK MANAGEMENT AND INTERNAL CONTROL
INTERNAL CONTROL IS FUNDAMENTAL
TO SUCCESS
Internal control is fundamental to successful day-to-day

Prakas on “the internal control of bank and financial institutions”

operations. It assists the institution in achieving its business

regarding organization of internal audits, objectives of the

objectives. Weak or ineffective internal control has caused

internal audit function, audit resources, methodologies and

losses in many financial institutions.

procedures. In addition, the department conducts audits in
accordance with the International Standards for the Profes-

PRASAC has established a strong internal control system

sional Practice of Internal Auditing.

to safeguard assets, public deposits, facilitate customer service
improvement, guard against intentional or unintentional

At the end of 2018, the department has 105 professional staff,

errors, and to ensure staff adherence to policies and

91 of whom are in regional/branch offices. Every year, the

guidelines.

department may rotate work locations of regional audit staff to
avoid conflicts of interest. Regional Auditors regularly review

All employees have responsibility for managing PRASAC’s

the quality of loan portfolios, quality of customer services, cash

risks. Executive Management, Department Managers, Regional

management, fund transfers, deposit and withdrawal transac-

Managers, Branch Managers and staff all implement internal

tions and the general expenses of the branch.

controls and manage risks occurring during day-to-day
operations.

In 2018, we completed 2,050 assignments covering audits of
all key operations and investigations into specific areas.

The Board of Directors determines PRASAC’s risk policies and

Regional Auditors have conducted client home visits for

monitors the effectiveness of PRASAC’s risk management

79,930 accounts, equal to 18.53% of total loan accounts, to

framework.

assess the quality of outstanding loans and to confirm that
loan disbursement complies with the prescribed policies, Client

To build effective internal controls, PRASAC’s Internal Audit
Department was established in 2001 with clear roles and

Protection Principles (CPP) and Universal Standards of Social
Performance Management (USSPM).

responsibilities for providing independent appraisals on the
adequacy, efficiency and effectiveness of the internal control

The audit results and annual achievements of PRASAC in

systems implemented by management. The department

2018 showed that loan delivery complied with the policies

reports directly to the Board Audit Committee. The internal

and that loan quality remained high. Branch staff performed

audit department complies with National Bank of Cambodia’s

their tasks well and had effective internal controls in place.
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OPINION OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITORS
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position of the Company as at 31
December 2018, and its financial performance and its cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with the Cambodian
Accounting Standards (CASs) and relevant regulations and guidelines issued by the National Bank of Cambodia (NBC).
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BALANCE
SHEETInstitution Limited
Prasac Microfinance
BALANCE SHEET
For
the year ended 31 December 2018
for the year ended 31 December 2018
2018
USD

KHR’000
equivalent

2017
USD

KHR’000
equivalent

ASSETS
Cash on hand
Balances with the National
Bank of Cambodia
Balances with other banks
Loans to customers
Other assets
Property and equipment
Intangible assets
Deferred tax assets

441,431,929

75,102,882

303,190,335

285,519,462 1,147,217,198
7,356,281
29,557,537
1,936,725,039 7,781,761,207
24,781,015
99,570,118
4,958,112
19,921,694
1,592,753
6,399,682
8,132,528
32,676,498

107,182,560
10,287,623
1,528,863,817
20,993,129
4,799,471
1,799,265
5,240,425

432,695,995
41,531,134
6,172,023,229
84,749,262
19,375,464
7,263,633
21,155,597

TOTAL ASSETS

2,378,928,786

9,558,535,863

1,754,269,172

7,081,984,649

53,986,218
1,237,292,967
621,386,452
69,453,307
20,538,620

216,916,624
4,971,443,141
2,496,730,764
279,063,388
82,524,175

41,805,083
873,307,762
476,681,777
64,716,264
15,323,182

168,767,120
3,525,543,435
1,924,364,334
261,259,558
61,859,686

1,266,404
67,763,967

5,088,411
272,275,620

53,835,507

217,333,942

2,071,687,935

8,324,042,123

1,525,669,575

6,159,128,075

SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
Share capital
Reserves
Retained earnings

110,000,000
2,976,091
194,264,760

441,980,000
11,957,934
780,555,806

110,000,000
2,800,230
115,799,367

444,070,000
11,304,529
467,482,045

Total shareholders’ equity

307,240,851

1,234,493,740

228,599,597

922,856,574

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND
SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY

2,378,928,786

9,558,535,863

1,754,269,172

7,081,984,649

109,863,596

LIABILITIES AND
SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
LIABILITIES
Deposits from banks and
other financial institutions
Deposits from customers
Borrowings
Subordinated debts
Income tax payable
Provision for employee
benefits
Other liabilities
Total liabilities
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INCOME
STATEMENT
Prasac Microfinance
Institution Limited
INCOME STATEMENT

For
the
year
ended
31 December
2018
for the
year
ended
31 December
2018
2018
USD
Operating income
Interest income
Interest expense
Net interest income

KHR’000
equivalent

279,243,493 1,122,000,355
(120,182,278) (482,892,393)

2017
USD

KHR’000
equivalent

230,799,149
931,736,165
(92,408,365) (373,052,570)

159,061,215

639,107,962

138,390,784

558,683,595

9,251,770
7,318,550
(70,408)

37,173,612
29,405,934
(282,899)

1,797,911
1,861,880
714,348

7,258,167
7,516,410
2,883,823

Total operating income

175,561,127

705,404,609

142,764,923

576,341,994

Grant income
Personnel expenses
General and administrative
expenses
Provision for losses on loans to
customers
Depreciation and amortization

1,410,727
5,668,301
(45,094,394) (181,189,275)

193,291
780,317
(38,683,311) (156,164,527)

(16,955,733)

(68,128,135)

(14,628,031)

(59,053,361)

(13,402,271)
(2,468,482)

(53,850,325)
(9,918,361)

(15,013,105)
(2,685,565)

(60,607,905)
(10,841,626)

99,050,974

397,986,814

71,948,202

290,454,891

(20,409,720)

(82,006,255)

(14,438,214)

(58,287,069)

78,641,254

315,980,559

57,509,988

232,167,822

Net fees and commission income
Other income
Net foreign exchange gain

Profit before income tax
Income tax expense
Net profit for the year
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Prasac
Microfinance
Institution Limited
STATEMENT
OF CHANGES
IN SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
for
year
ended
31 December
2018
Forthethe
year
ended
31 December

2018
Share
capital
USD

Reserves
USD

Retained
earnings
USD

Total
USD

Balance as at 1 January 2018
Net profit for the year
Transfer to reserves

110,000,000
-

2,800,230
175,861

115,799,367
78,641,254
(175,861)

228,599,597
78,641,254
-

Balance as at 31 December 2018

110,000,000

2,976,091

194,264,760

307,240,851

KHR’000 equivalent

441,980,000

11,957,934

780,555,806

1,234,493,740

Balance as at 1 January 2017
Net profit for the year
Transfer to reserves

110,000,000
-

2,565,749
234,481

58,523,860
57,509,988
(234,481)

171,089,609
57,509,988
-

Balance as at 31 December 2017

110,000,000

2,800,230

115,799,367

228,599,597

KHR’000 equivalent

444,070,000

11,304,529

467,482,045

922,856,574
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Prasac Microfinance Institution Limited
For the year ended 31 December 2018
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
for the year ended 31 December 2018

2018
USD
OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net cash generated from
(used in) operating
activities

KHR’000
equivalent

2017
USD

KHR’000
equivalent

34,698,193

139,412,951

(160,538,937)

(648,095,692)

(2,386,620)

(9,589,439)

(1,437,254)

(5,802,194)

(99,340)

(399,148)

(16,525)

(66,711)

140,913

566,189

57,474

232,023

(2,345,047)

(9,422,398)

(1,396,305)

(5,636,882)

283,433,178
(138,658,127)

1,138,834,509
(557,128,354)

272,521,840
(149,677,709)

1,100,170,668
(604,248,911)

15,000,000

60,270,000

10,000,000

40,370,000

(10,333,333)

(41,519,332)

(6,666,667)

(26,913,335)

Net cash provided by
financing activities

149,441,718

600,456,823

126,177,464

509,378,422

Net increase in cash and
cash equivalents

181,794,864

730,447,376

(35,757,778)

(144,354,152)

Cash and cash equivalents
at beginning of year
Foreign currency difference

109,200,777
-

440,843,536
(2,070,426)

144,958,555
-

585,197,688
-

Cash and cash equivalents
at end of year

290,995,641

1,169,220,486

109,200,777

440,843,536

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Purchase of property and
equipment
Acquisition of intangible
assets
Proceeds from disposal of
property and equipment
Net cash used in
investing activities
FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from borrowings
Repayment of borrowings
Proceeds from
subordinated debt
Repayment of
subordinated debt
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Scan QR Code to download
Prasac Mobile Banking App

Head Office
Building 212, Street 271, Tuol Tumpung 2, Chamkarmon, Phnom Penh
Phone: 023 999 911 / 086 999 911 / 096 9 999 911
Email: info@prasac.com.kh | Website: www.prasac.com.kh
Incorporation Registration Nº: 00001157
Private Company
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